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ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING AND ASSESSMENT ACT, 1979 
(Section 77 (3)(d) 

This Statement has been prepared on behalf of John H. Herbert 
Pty. Ltd. being the applicant making the development application 
referred to below. 

The Statement accompanies the development application made in 
respect of the development described as follows: 

The quarrying and processing of shale. 

The development application relates to the land described as 
follows: 

Lot 4 D.P. 775296 
Portion 159 
Parish of Wandrawandian. 
County of St. Vincent. 

The contents of this Statement, as required by Clause 34 of the 
Environmental Planning and Assessment Regulation, 1980, are set 
forth in the accompanying pages. 

Name, Qualifications and Address 	Peter Cowman, B.Sc.Agr. 
of person who prepared 	 31 Kinghorn Street, 
Environmental Impact Statement: 	 Nowra. N.S.W. 2541 

Certificate: 

I, William Peter Cowman, of 31 Kinghorn Street, Nowra, hereby 
certify that I have prepared the contents of this Statement in 
accordance with clauses 34 and 35 of the Environmental Planning 
and Assessment Regulation, 1980. 

T. 
Signature 

(' . 	........... (Y. ? °. 
Date 
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I 
I SUMMARY 

The Company, John M. Herbert Pty. Ltd., is seeking development 

I 	consent for the continued operation, of a shale quarry and 
processing plant at "Belifields Quarry" near Tomerong on the 
South Coast. 

The quarry produces crushed shale for use in roadworks throughout 
the district. 

The development application seeks approval to: 

Operate the quarry and processing facilities for a 
period of 13 years. 

Produce and market up to 100,000 tonnes/annum of 
finished product. 

Operate the quarry 5.5 days/week, 10 hours/day, with 
blasting restricted to specified hours. 

Transport the product 5.5 days/week, 10 hours/day. 

The quarry is located on the property "Belifields" which is owned 
by the Company. 	The land is zoned Rural la in which extractive 
industries are not prohibited, but require development consent. 

The assessment of the impact of the quarry has concentrated on 

The effect of blasting on nearby residences and 
villages. 

Dust pollution. 

Soil erosion and sedimentation of Tomerong Creek. 

Traffic impact on local roads. 

Visual impact of the quarry. 

Effects on flora and fauna. 

Generlly the quarry is considered to be managed effectively to 
meet environmental requirements. Specific measures are detailed 
in each of these areas of concern so that the quarry will not 
have an adverse impact on the nearby residences, or the 
environment. 



1.0 INTRODUCTION 

Since 1974, the Company John M. Herbert Pty. Ltd. has operated a 
shale quarry known as Beilfields Quarry on land south east of the 
village of Tomerong. 

Since 1970, the Company has also been quarrying sand and soil 
from alluvial creek flats on the same property. 	This was a 
continuation of the quarrying activity which was undertaken by 
the previous owner during the 1960 1 s. 

The Company considered that it had existing use rights when it 
purchased the land in 1970. 

Recently there has been an increase in the rate of extraction and 
Shoalhaven City Council has requested the Company obtain formal 
development consent for the continued operation of the shale 
quarry. The Company has decided not to seek development approval 
for any further sand and soil extraction along Tomerong Creek. 

Shale Quarry 

The deposit is extensive and the total quantity of saleable rock 
is unknown. The rock in its unweathered state is quite hard and 
requires blasting to shatter the material. The rock is then 
crushed in a hammer mill on site into several grades. 	This is 
then loaded onto trucks and despatched from the property. 

The shale is generally used in roadworks within the City of 
Shoalhaven. The current rate of extraction is about 70,000 
tonnes/annum and it is intended to increase this rate to 100,000 
tonnes/annum. 

Sand and Soil Extraction 

For at least 20 years irregular quarrying of sand and soil from 
the bed, banks and alluvial flats of Tomerong Creek has taken 
place. 

The Company intends to rehabilitate areas which have been 
disturbed in the past and not seek development approval for any 
further sand and soil extraction at this time. 

1.1 PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT 

"Belifields Quarry" is located twenty five kilometres south of 
the town of Nowra on the South Coast of N.S.W. The site location 
is shown on Figure 1. 

The quarry material is shale which is crushed and screened on 
site to produce a range of road base materials. 
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The shale is produced for the local market and is predominantly 
sold within the City of Shoalhaven. 

The development application seeks approval to: 

.operate the quarry and processing facilities for a period 
of 13 years. 

.produce and market up to 100,000 tonnes per annum of 
finished product. 

.operate the quarry five and a half days per week, 10 hours 
per day, with blasting restricted to specified hours. 

.transport the product Live and a half days per week, 10 
hours per day. 

It is estimated that there are sufficient shale reserves to allow 
continued development of the quarry, beyond 13 years. Further 
development of the quarry beyond the time limits of this proposal 
would be the subject of additional development applications. 

2.0 PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS 

2.1 Site Description 

The property "Beilfields" on which the quarry operates, is 
located near the villages of Tomerong and St. Georges Basin. 	It 
has an area of 306 hectares and comprises Portions or Part 
Portions 51, 60, 61, 63, 64, 83, 101, 108, 1101  125, 151, 153, 
154 and 159; Parish of Wandrawandian. A recent subdivision has 
created 3 allotments of 16 hectares with the residue (Lot 4 D.P. 
775296) now comprising the property. 

Several Crown road reserves are located on the property and 
application has been made to the Nowra Lands Office to close the 
roads. 

2.2 Ownership 

The property 

I 	Ltd. 

I 
Ii 
I 

Is owned by a private Company, John M. Herbert Pty. 
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2.3 Local Environmental Plan 

The property is zoned Rural 1(a) under the City of Shoalhaven 
Local Environment Plan (1985). 

In this zone, extractive industries are not prohibited uses but 
require development consent. 

The objectives of the zone are: 

to protect the agricultural potential of rural land and 
to prevent the fragmentation of viable rural holdings. 

2.4 Regional Environmental Plan 

The land is subject to the provisions of Illawarra Regional Plan 
No. 1. 

The site has not been identified as prime crop and pasture land, 
is not within land having special landscape or environmental 
attributes and is not part of a nominated wildlife corridor. 

In relation to extractive materials the objectives of the 
Regional Plan are: 

"(a) to manage the extractive resources of the region in a 
co-ordinated manner so as to meet community needs while 
ensuring that adverse impact on the environment and the 
community is minimal; 

to ensure that development proposals for land 
containing extractive resources are assessed in 
relation to the potential problem of rendering those 
resources unavailable; and 

to ensure that the transportation of extractive 
materials has a minimal adverse impact on the community 
and that the transportation of large volumes of 
extractive materials shall by-pass urban areas where 
possible." 
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I
3.0 DESCRIPTION OF THE EXISTING ENVIRONMENT 

3.1 Topography and Landform 

I 	The altitude of the property generally ranges from 20 to 50 metres above sea level with the creek flats being in the range 10 

I
to 20 metres a.s.1. 

The land is gently undulating with most slopes being in the 5 to 
10% slope range. 	Steeper slopes (up to 20%) are found on the 
northern banks of Tomerong Creek. 

I 3.2 Climate 

Climatic data for the area has 	been collected 	by the 	Bureau of 
Meteorology from 	the coast 	at Point Perpendicular, 	the northern 

I headland to Jervis Bay, and 	inland at the Nowra RAN Air Station. 

Temperatures range from between a mean daily minimum of 6.1° 	C in 

I July and a mean daily maximum of 25.8°C in January at Nowra 	(15km 
inland) and from between a mean daily minimum of 9.1° C in July to 
a mean daily maximum of 23.9° C in February at Point Perpendicular 

I on the coast 	(Department of Housing and Construction, 	1987). 

Mean annual rainfall is 	1158 mm 	at Nowra 	and 1248 	mm at Point 
Perpendicular. 	The prevailing winds in summer at both Nowra and 

I Point Perpendicular are 	southerly 	to 	south-easterly. 	On the 
coast 	the 	winds 	can 	be 	strong, 	exceeding 	80 km/hr. 	In the 
afternoon they are generally from the north east. 	In 	winter the 

I winds at 	both Nowra 	and Point 	Perpendicular are from the north 
west and the west 	(Department of Housing and Construction, 	1987). 

1 3.3 	Geology 

The geology of the region forms part of 	the southern 	section of 

I the Sydney Basin, and 	is dominated by Permian and Triassic marine 
and terrestrial sediments which have been laid with 	a gently dip 

I
to the 	north 	east. 	The 	major 	geological 	units 	are 	the 
Wandrawandian siltstone 	and the 	Snapper Point 	Formation of the 
Shoalhaven Group 	(Department of Housing and Construction, 	1987). 

I 	
The geologica unit 	which the quarry is located is 
Wandrawandian .iltstone £ojii_t-h-e Permian Age. 	The rock in its 
fresh unweathered state appears fairly hard and does not readily 
break down when exposed to weathering agencies. 

Lii 

I 

l~ 
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Wandrawandian siltstone crops out extensively in the area between 
Crookhaven Heads and St. Georges Basin with a maximum thickness 
of about 140 metres. The thickness at the quarry site is about 
80 metres. 

3.4 Soils 

The soil type at the quarry and the main soil type on the 
property is a yellow podsolic with Northcote classification 
Dy 3.41. 

- It 	is a shallow, 	hard setting, 	texture contrast 	soil. 	The Al 
horizon 	is 	a 	very 	dark 	grey 	clayey 	sand, 	5 cm. deep. 	This 

I overlies a 	conspicuously 	bleached 	A2 	horizon 	which 	is light 
yellowish brown 	in colour, 	of 	light sandy clay loam texture and 
10 cm in depth. 

I The B horizon, 	or subsoil, 	is 	a yellowish 	red heavy 	clay which 
extends from 	the boundary 	with the A2 horizon to the shale at a 

I 
depth of 1 to 4 metres. 

The 	soil 	is 	characteristic 	of 	the 	area 	where Wandrawandian 
siltstone 	is 	the parent 	material. 	It 	is highly erodible due 	to 

l the shallow topsoil, 	low fertility and hard setting 	nature. 	The 
optimum land use 	is permanent pasture. 

3.5 	Agricultural suitability and productivity 

The N.S.W. 	Department of Agriculture uses a 5 class system to map I rural 	lands 	in the State. 	It 	is an 	hierarchical classification 
such that 	Class 1 	land is 	the most 	fertile and agriculturally 
productive. 	Class 5 land is 	the least 	productive and generally 

I comprises land suited only to rough grazing. 

The land on which the quarry is sited 	is Class 	4 which is grazing 
land not suited to 	cultivation. 	Agricultural 	productivity is I based on 	native or 	improved pastures relying on minimum tillage 
establishment techniques. 

The agricultural development of the property has been aimed at 
providing improved pastures for beef cattle production. About 90 
Hereford breeding cows are carried on the land with 60-80 vealers 
turned off each year. 	There has been no attempt to over clear 
the property which could increase carrying capacity. The Company 
recognises the value of dense stands of timber as a screen for 
the quarrying operations. 

The property is adequately equipped with improvements including 
stockyards, watering points and internal and boundary fences. 
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I
3.6 Flora and Fauna 

A flora and fauna survey and assessment has been undertaken of 

I 	
the property by Dr. Kevin Mills. 	This includes both the shale 
quarry and the Tomerong Creek area which has been used in the 
past for soil and sand extraction. 

I 	The report has been included in its entirety and comprises 
Appendix B to the E.I.S. 

3.7 Visual environment. 

I 	The quarry is located in gently undulating, heavily timbered 
countryside on the side of a low hill. It can not be viewed from 
any direction outside the property except the south-west. Here 

I 	views only extend to the low ridge line to the north of Island 
Point Road. 

3.8 Archaeology. 

I 	The N.P.W.S. were initially consulted regarding the potential for 
Aboriginal sites within the study area. 	At that stage, it had 
been intended to continue sand and soil extraction along Tomerong 

I 	Creek in addition to the shale extraction. 	The Service 
considered there was some potential for open sites on the 
property. 

Thedevelopment 	application 	has 	now 	been 	confined to shale 
extraction 	which 	will 	occupy 	the 	existing 	site plus 	an 
additionalarea over the next 15 years of 	less than 	5 hectares. 
This 	land 	comprises 	a 	gently sloping hillslope and hill crest 
which has been disturbed 	by vehicular 	traffic and 	earth moving 
equipment. 	It 	is 	lightly timbered with a ground cover of natural 

grasses.No rock 

	outcrops, 	ledges 	or shelters 	(such as caves) 
are 	located 	in 	the 	area. 	The 	land 	has 	been 	walked over 
extensively and no artefacts have been observed. 

Due to the small area 	involved and the 	lack of sites 	in the study 
area, 	it 	is 	not 	considered 	necessary 	for 	a systematic 
archaeological survey to be undertaken. 

3.9 	Bushfires. 

These are 	two aspects 	of bushfire 	hazard of 	relevance to this 
development application. 

I 
I 
I 
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I 	
These are the hazard posed to the development from bushfires and 
the potential which the development has for causing bushfires. 

Bushf ire Hazard. 

I 	
The property has been developed for improved pasture to 
the north, west and south (although a screen of trees 
remains to the north). 

These are the directions from which bushfires are most 
serious - the pasture reduces the hazard to a low 
level. 

Bushfire Potential 
The quarry has a low potential for causing bushfires. 

In the 20 years that the land has been under the 
present ownership there have been no fires on the 
property. 

3.10 	Local Road System 

Access is available from the Princes Highway to the site at three 
locations: 

Pine Forest Road, (at Tomerong), Parnell Road 
The Grange Road, (at Tomerong), the Wool Road, Tasman 

Road, the Island Point Road and Railway Road (from 
Tomerong). 
The Wool Road (at Bewong), Tasman Road, the Island Point 
Road and Railway Road. 

The three intersections to the Princes Highway carry significant 
traffic levels, being links between the Princes Highway and the 
coastal towns of Huskisson and Vincentia and the St. Georges 
Basin urban areas. 	(see Figure 1.2) 

Estimated A.A.D.T. figures (based on actual counts and projected 
increases) for roads in the locality are as follows: 

Princes Highway (at Tomerong) 
Normal 	7500 vehicles/day 
Peak Holiday 9500 

The Grange Road (E. of Princes Highway) 2000 
The Wool Road (E. of Princes Highway) 800 
Pine Forest Road - M.R. 267 (E. of Princes Highway) 750. 

The Roads and Traffic Authority are currently preparing an 
Environmental Impact Statement for a proposed deviation of the 
Princes Highway around Tomerong. A route to the west of the 
village was the preferred option following initial research and 
assessment. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
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Pine Forest Road 	is sealed construction with a speed limit 	of 80 

I kph. 	Parnell Road 	is of 6 metre minimum gravel construction for 
a distance of 1.3 km from Pine Forest Road to 	the site entrance. 
There are 	no problems 	with sight 	distances along Parnell Road. 

I Council 	is progressively upgrading Parnell 	Road 	as 	part 	of an 
overall 	programme 	for 	improvement 	of 	the road system in Port 
Jervis Estate. 	This programme 	is 	being 	funded 	by 	Section 94 

I
contributions received 	from new development 	in the 	locality. 

Sight distance 	at the Pine Forest Road/Parnell Road 	intersection 

I Pine 
allows the 	following reaction 	time 	for 	vehicles 	travelling on 

Forest Road at 80 kmph before they reach the 	intersection. 

West to East 	9.9 	secs. 

I . East to West 	8.1 secs. 

Sight 	distance 	at 	the 	entrance 	from Parnell Road is over 160 

I
metres minimum which is adequate for speeds on Parnell Road. 

Existing 	truck 	movements 	have 	not 	caused 	problems 	at these 

I 
intersections. 

Both Parnell 	Road and Railway Road are watered several times per 
day, 	depending upon conditions, 	in the 	vicinity of 	dwellings to 

I reduce dust nuisance. 

On site 	road construction is gravel except 	for a distance of 0.6 
km immediately within the 	Parnell Road 	entrance which 	has been I sealed 6m in width. 

Current 	truck 	movements 	vary 	according to demand and delivery 

I distance with an average of 6 	trucks making 	5 return 	trips per 
day. 	on current estimates seventy five per cent of movements are 

Parnell Road and the remainder on Railway 	Road. 	At times of 

I
on 
peak demand, 	twelve trucks 	would be involved on an average of 8 
return trips per day. 

Voluntary agreement between 	the 	quarry 	owners 	and contractors I provide 	for 	a 	maximum 	speed 	of 	40 	kmph on Parnell Road and 
Railway Road for both laden and uriladen vehicles. 

I 
3.11 Surrounding Land Uses 

I The quarry site 	is bounded on all sides by freehold 	land. 	Rural 
dwellings are 	the dominant 	land use and the subdivision pattern 
is essentially crown portions and concessional lots of 2 hectares I or 	more, 	except 	for 	land 	to 	the 	north 	which 	is 	a 	rural 
residential development known as Port Jervis 	Estate. 	This land 
was subdivided prior to the requirement for provision of services 

I 
I 
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at the time of subdivision. 	It 	is only recently 	that Shoalhaven I City Council has zoned the land Rural 1(c2) 	which allows erection 
of dwellings on lots 	of 2 	hectares or 	more. 	Council has also 
resolved a contribution rate for new dwellings which will be used 

I to improve utility services to 	the area. 	Development on the 
total area 	of dwellings 	on lots 	in the order of 2 hectares will 
eventuate. 

I Figure 1.3 	shows 	the 	location 	of existing 	dwellings in the 
locality. 

I It is 	expected 	that 	the realignment of Wool Road/Island Point 
Road will 	form 	the 	border for 	urban development 	in 	the St. 
Georges Basin area for some time 	in the future. 

I Similarly the 	urban area of Tomerong would not 	be expected to 
expand to any marked degree towards the quarry site. 

4.0 DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSAL 

I 4.1 Characteristics and extent of resource. 

The siltstone/mudstone occurs beneath the horizon of the soil at 

I 	a depth of 1-4 metres. (See photo). 	After processing, the 
crushed materia]. is suitable for use as a sub-base in road 
construction. 

I 	The mechanical strength of the crushed product is superior to 
ripped shale of the Berry Formation. In addition, the rock does 

I 	
not exhibit pronounced fragmentation properties which is probably 
due to a more massive rock structure and also coarser grained 
particles. 

I 	The quarry has been nominated by Shoalhaven Council as being 
capable of supplying large quantities of qualitatively acceptable 
material of sub-base standard, requiring little or no 
modification. (See ref.). 

I 	Laboratory tests give the following results: 

Unstabilised: 	Average compressive modulus = 	3.9 Mpa 

I 	Stabilised 	(2% H2):Av. Compressive modulus =15.0 Mpa 
Stabilised 	(4% HL):Av. compressive modulus =15.4 Mpa 

10% Fines 	test: Dry =276 KN 
Wet = 	71 KN I Variation = 	74% 

I 
I 
I 
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The extent of the resource is unknown. 	It is estimated that 
there are sufficient shale resources to allow continued 
development of the quarry beyond 15 years. 

4.3 Extraction and Processing. 

I 	The main operations are as follows:- 
* 	Drilling the working face using an air trac drill rig 

This occurs periodically for 7 - 8 days per month with an 

I
average of 2 - 3 blasts per month. 

* 	Two front end loaders operate from the blast face to move 
the fragmented rock to the hopper at the plant or stockpile 

I the oversize rock for breaking. 

* 	One front end loader operates to load trucks from the 

I stockpile area. 

* 	Continuous operation of a crushing plant that consists of a 

I 	jaw crusher, a hammermill and screen, chutes and 4 short 
conveyors. Capacity 100 tonnes per hour. 	The plant is 
limited to producing road base and aggregate in the size 
range 	20 	- 75 mm. 

I * 	The 	quarry 	also 	regularly 	uses 	a 	water 	cart 	for dust 
suppression 	and 	occasionally 	uses 	a 	road 	grader 	and 
bulldozer for roadwork and stripping overburden. 

4.4 	Machinery. 

I 2 x Cat. 	950 Front-End Loaders 	(2.5m 	capacity). 
1 x Hanomag 55 Front-End Loaders 	(2.50 	capacity). 

I
i x Ingersoll Rand drill rig 
1 x Komatsu Hydraulic rock breaker 
1 x Water truck 	(8000 litre Capacity). 
4 x Delivery Trucks 	(8-12 tonne capacity). 

x Cat. 	D6 Crawler tractor I i 
1 x Cat. 	12E Road grader 

4.5 Workforce 

I The workforce consists of 

1 Quarry Manager 

I 	4 Quarry workers 
4 Truck drivers 
1 Caretaker/Farm hand. 	This employee resides on the 
property and is responsible for after hours security. 

I 
I 
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It is expected that this number will increase by 4 to 5 persons 
as production rate increases. 

4.6 Hours of Operation 

The normal working hours at the quarry are 6.30 am - 4.00 pm 
Monday - Friday and 6.30 am - 12 noon Saturdays. Maintenance 
work on items of plant is generally reserved for Saturdays. 

The quarry is closed on Sundays and public holidays. 

4.7 Marketing and Delivery 

From the crushing plant, material is graded according to size 
into one of three stockpiles. These are: 

Less than 20 mm. 
20 - 40 mm. 
40 - 75 mm. 

The size of the stockpiles depends on forward orders and may 
range from zero up to 2000 tonnes. 

The Company operates four trucks for deliveries and hires others 
on an occasional basis as needed. 
A small quantity of material is purchased directly from the 
quarry without delivery included. 	This amounts to two truck 
loads per day or 100 tonnes/week. 

As production increases to the maximum of 100,000 tonnes/annum, 
the number of Company owned trucks will increase to 8. 

The product is sold entirely within the City of Shoalhaven, with 
Council being the major client. 

4.8 SecurIty and Safety 

As previously described, a caretaker lives on the property and is 
responsible for security when the quarry is closed. 	The private 
road from the quarry gives access to the north onto Parnell Road. 
Locked gates at the boundary prevent vehicular access onto the 
property when the quarry is closed. 

Explosives are stored in a magazine on site. The quarry has a 
permit to keep and store explosives. Lic. No. 35/026632.6. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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The Company is safety conscious and 	the quarry 	has an excellent I safety record. 	There have been no accidents resulting in injury 
to any person since the Company began operating 	in 1974. 

I 
4.9 	Quarrying Sequence 

I Quarrying operations to date have been limited to one 	level 	(R.L. 
23.00 m.A.H.D.). 	This 	has 	resulted 	in a vertical 	working 	face 	of 
5 to 8 metres 	in height. 	It 	is proposed to continue quarrying at 

I this 	level 	for 	5 years. 

in year 	6, 	the 	quarry floor 	will 	be 	lowered to 	R.L. 	14.00 m. 

I This will create a working face of 9 metres 	in 	height which will 
be worked across the original 	level 	in years 	7-13. 

4.10 Sediment Control 

I The location 	of the 	quarry is such that no water which falls as 
rain 	outside 	the 	quarry 	flows 	into 	it. 	The 	quarry floor 
presently has a gentle slope to the south to allow water to drain 

1 through 	it. 

Runoff water leaves the quarry and 	drains through 	200 metres of 

I pasture 	before 	entering 	Tomerong 	Creek. 	It 	is proposed to 
construct a sediment dam at this 	point 	to 	reduce 	the 	risk of 
sediment entering the creek system. 

4.11 Rehabilitation 

Rehabilitation is not planned prior to the cessation of quarrying 

I activities 	in year 13, 	as no area will be worked out at 	an early 
stage. 	It 	is 	also likely that a 	further D.A. 	will be 	lodged 	in 
year 13 which, 	if approved, 	will 	further delay the need 	for 	final 

I
rehabilitation of the quarry. 

Figure 2.4 	shows a 	final 	landform which could be 	implemented at 
year 13. 	This proposes that the vertical walls of 	the quarry be 

I battered to 	a 2:1 	gradient to allow revegetation measures to be 
undertaken. 	(This would also be desirable 	from the safety aspect 
if the quarry was 	to close 	for an 	indefinite period). 

I Possible 	final 	landuses 	would 	be 	a 	recreational bike riding 
track, 	a pistol range or a garbage depot. 

I 
I 
I 
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5.0 	ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT 

5.1 	Drainage and Erosion Control 

U The Department 	of Planning 	has requested 	that the existing and 
proposed measures to minimise 	soil 	erosion 	from 	the 	site and 
sedimentation of Tomerong Creek be described. 

I As described elsewhere, 	the site has several excellent attributes 
one of which is 	the fact 	that no 	run-off water 	flows 	into the 
quarry. 	This reduces 	the potential volume of dirty water to be 
treated prior to eventual discharge 	into Tomerong Creek. 

The quarry floor has 	a gentle 	slope to 	the south 	which allows 
easy drainage 	to a 	single 	low 	point 	(see 	Fig 2.3). 	From here U water discharges 	into 	a 	small 	sediment 	trap 	and 	then across 
pasture and 	into the creek. 	It 	is proposed to 	increase the size 
of the sediment 	trap 	to 	1,000 	m3 	to 	increase 	its 	value 	in I allowing sediment to settle out prior to discharge. 

The nature 	of the 	shale 	is 	quite hard and 	it doesn't erode and 

I cause sedimentation in the same manner as a gravel quarry. 	Thus, 
the potential 	for causing sedimentation 	is correspondingly lower. 

I The sediment 	leaving the site 	is all derived 	from the overburden, 
or soil 	overlying the 	shale. 	It 	is 	the soil 	rather than the 
shale 	to 	which 	most 	attention 	must 	be 	paid 	to reduce soil 

I
erosion. 

In summary, 	the proposed measures 	to 	be 	implemented 	to reduce 
soil erosion and sedimentation are: 

I Construct a 	large sediment 	dam through which all run- 
off draining from the quarry must 	flow. 

I Any soil to be stockpiled must 	be suitably 	shaped and 
revegetated. 

I 
5.2 Flora and Fauna 

The reader is referred to Appendix B of this report which is the 
Flora and Fauna Survey and Assessment of the property reproduced 
in full. 

Extracts are as follows: 

"The proposal to expand the quarry will involve the 
destruction of a small area of open forest vegetation which 
has regrown following earlier disturbance. This forest type 

I 
I 
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I 	is common in the district and, in the study area, no rare or 
threatened plants or animals were located." 

I 
"The 	impact of 
area 	is 	likely 

the proposed developments 
to 	be minimal as long as 

on the fauna of the 
Tomerong Creek and 

the 	adjacent vegetation 	are 	protected from disturbance. 
Several species listed on Schedule 	12 of the National Parks 

I and Wildlife Act are 	likely to occur 	in the study 	area from 
time to time. 	However, these species do not rely upon the 
habitats in the study area exclusively, nor do they rely on 
them 	for 	their continued 	existence 	in the district. 	The 

I area of natural habitat 	involved in 	the 	expanded quarry 
proposaJ 	is very small and does not represent a rare habitat 
type." 

I Much of the detail 	in Appendix B relates to soil extraction along 
Tomerong Creek which now does not form a part of this development 

I application. 

5.3 Visual Assessment 

See section 3.7. 

The Department of Planning has requested that the visual impact 
of the development on any publicly accessible areas or residences 
be addressed. 

The quarry and processing plant 	is 	unobtrusive at 	present. 	The I topography and 	vegetation effectively 	screen the 	site from all 
directions other than the 	south west, 	and here 	it may 	only be 

I
viewed over a short distance of vacant 	land. 

Only one 	residence outside the property has views of the quarry. 
This 	is located on Railway Road at 1.2 km distance. 	It has views 

I of 	the 	crushing 	plant 	which 	can be reduced by tree plantings 
along the southern boundary. 

Other rural blocks of land also adjoin this entrance road 	but do 

I not have residences constructed. 

The City of Shoalhaven Rural Environmental 	Study 	(May 1985) 	which 

I is a 	prelude to 	Draft Local 	Environmental Plans 	for the rural 
sector, 	describes 	the quarrying 	site 	in 	the 	listing of 	"gravel 
resources" 	as 	"Remote 	from 	existing 	population 	centres, 	not 

I
visible from major 	tourist routes". 

A continuation 	and an 	expansion of 	the quarry will not detract 
from the visual amenity of the area or the property. 

I 

I 
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I 5.4 Air Quality 

The reader is referred to Appendix C of this report which 

I 	
includes a detailed Air Emissions report. 

A summary is as follows: 

I 	The dust control measures at the crushing plant are 
reasonably effective and minor improvements are required. A 
stretch of roadway south of the site requires spray sealing 

I
to prevent fugitive dust emissions from affecting the 
residents adjacent to this road. 

5.5 	Noise and Vibration Assessment 

The reader 	is referred to Appendix 	C of 	this report 	which 	is a I detailed acoustic 	report on the quarry and associated processing 
operations. 

I A summary is as 	follows: 

I 
The operation of the quarry has 	limited potential 	to cause 
an unacceptable 	impact at 	the existing residences. 	Blocks 
of land south of the quarry 	will be 	subjected to excessive 
levels 	of 	noise 	however 	the land was sold with covenants 
stating that the 	land 	was noise 	affected. 	Specific noise I control measures that may readily be applied to the crushing 
plant would reduce these noise 	levels 	if so desired. 

I The 	residents 	to 	the 	north 	and 	east 	of 	the 	quarry, 
acceptable 	noise 	levels 	may readily be maintained without 

I 
the need 	for new control measures. 

As the quarry working 	face 	is 	lowered, 	the 	noise emission 
levels will be 	further reduced. 

I The current 	blasting practices 	need to be modified to meet 
SPCC criteria when blasting towards the south of the quarry. 
Further 	monitoring 	and 	optimising 	of the blast design is 

I warranted. 

5.6 Traffic ImDact 

I 	At maximum production rates (100,000 tonnes/annum) the total 
number of truck movements anticipated would be in the order of 38 
return trips per day (48 week year with 5 1/2 day week). 

I 
I 
I 
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Based on 	existing movements 	an average of 29 return trips would I be on Parnell Road and 9 on Railway Road. 

I 
This 	increase equates to 	the 	current 	average 	situation 	of 	23 
return trips 	on Parnell Road and 7 return trips on Railway Road. 
(see 	Section 	3.10). 

I While 	this 	is 	not 	a 	significant 	increase 	over 	the current 
situation, 	any 	increased movements with trucks of this size will 
require 	increased maintenance on unsealed roads. 

I As well the current width of 	Railway Road 	does not 	provide 	for 
effective passing of 	trucks and other vehicles and provision will 

I metres 
be necessary to at 	least 	provide 	passing 	bays 	(minimum 	of 6 

total width) 	at regular 	intervals. 

Effect 	on 	intersection 	efficiency 	of the adjoining local 	road 

I system is minimal and will 	not create a problem. 

There will be no problems associated with the 	increased movements 
within 	the 	site 	with 	adequate 	areas 	available 	for 	passing I vehicles and on site parking. 

5.7 	Impact on Agriculture 

An 	objective 	in 	relation 	to 	rural 	lands 	in 	the 	Regional 
Environmental Plan and zone la under the Local Environmental Plan I is to protect the agricultural potential 	of rural 	land. 

I As stated elsewhere 	(Section 	3.5), 	the 	land on 	which the quarry 
is sited, 	

I and 	on which the quarry expansion 	is to occur 	is Class 

I 
4 	land suited only to grazing. 	The 	loss of 	this small 	area of 
land 	(5 ha.) 	will have no impact on the agricultural productivity 
of the remainder of the property. 	No prime crop 	or pasture 	land 
(Classes 	1, 	2 	or 	3) 	will 	be 	affected 	by the quarry or the 

I associated processing plant. 

I 5.8 Services 

I 	
The only utility services currently available at the quarry site 
are electricity and telephone. These will not require upgrading 
with an expansion of quarry operations, nor will additional 

I 	
services be required. 

Water supply for drinking and ablutions purposes is provided by 
rain water tanks on the buildings. 
Water supply for dust suppression on the roads and in the quarry 

I 
I 
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is provided from a large farm dam of 15 megalitre capacity, 
located close to the quarry. 

5.9 Effluent Disoosal 

The change room for employees is equipped with two toilets and 
three showers. 	These discharge into a septic tank which 
overflows onto permanent pasture well away from Tomerong Creek. 

The only house on the property is occupied by the caretaker and 
utilises a second septic tank. 

This system of effluent disposal has been quite adequate in the 
past and will not be extended for future operations. 

5.10 Energy Requirements 

The quarry uses 20,000 litres diesel fuel per month. 	A maximum 
of 10,000 litres is stored on the site in above ground tanks. 

The quarry uses 130,000 kw of electricity per year. 

6.0 VALIDATION OF THE PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT 

6.1 Justification of the Proposal 

The project can be supported on a number of grounds. 
Existing use. 
The quarry has operated under the same ownership since 
1974 and has sufficient reserves for many years into 
the future. 

Established markets. 
The Company has developed a market niche for itself 
throughout the district with a variety of products. 

Quality of Product. 
The road base material produced is of good quality, 
superior to many other quarries in the area. 

Environmental Factors. 
In terms of environmental constraints, Beilfields 
Quarry is one of the most favoured quarries in the 
district. 	As this E.I.S. has shown, existing problems 
are only minor and can be overcome by simple 
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I modifications to the plant and minor alterations to 
work practices. 

I 6.2 Alternatives to the Proposal 

Road building materials within the Shoalhaven come from a variety 

I of sources at present. 

These include lateritic gravels - shallow ridge gravels generally 

I 	
less than a metre thick - where satisfactory rehabilitation is 
difficult and slow, if not impossible. other sources of roadbase 
include crushed siltstone from the Berry Siltstone. 	Although 
this material is hard when fresh, it weathers rapidly to clay 

I 	which requires cement stabilisation. In other quarry sites, the 
depth of soil above the fresh rock (the overburden) is excessive. 

I 	In terms of environmental constraints, Beilfields Quarry is one 
of the most favoured quarries in the district. 	While 
alternatives do exist, none of them are preferable in terms of 

I 	quality of product, ease of quarrying or the suitability of the 
site. 

The 	Company 	obtains 	its requirements 	for 	shale 	from 	the 

I extraction 	area 	and 	formally seeks 	development 	consent 	to 
continue operations. 	The Company has established customers and 
has no access to alternative deposits. 

I 6.3 	Consequences of not proceeding 

If approval 	for the existing operation is not granted, 	the quarry 

I 
will be 	forced to 	close. 
quality road base material throughout 

It has operated since 1974, 	providing 
the 	district to 	a variety 

of 	clients. 	The 	quarry is 	well 	managed, 	has virtually no 
environmental problems which can't 	be 	overcome 	and 	supplies a 

I superior 	product 	to 	many other 	quarries. 	If 	it 	is 	forced to 
close, 	the smaller quarries in the 	district will 	be required to 
increase 	their 	production rates 	to 	supply 	the 	market. 	The 
extensive reserves of readily accessible material 	will then not 

I be 	utilised. 	This would be in direct conflict with clause 	32 of 
the Illawarra Regional Plan No.1, 	which 	states 	inter 	alia 	"The 

I 
objective 	is 	to manage the 
a 	co-ordinated 	manner 	so 

extractive resources of the region 	in 
as 	to 	meet 	community 	needs while 

ensuring that adverse impact on the environment and the community 
is 	minimal." 

I 
I 
I 
I 
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6.4 Future Approvals and Licenses 

Application is being made to the State Pollution Control 
Commission for licenses under the Noise Control Act, 1975, the 
Clean Air Act, 1961 and the SPCC Act 1970. 

An application is also being made to the Department of Lands to 
close road reserves on the property. 

References: 

The Geology and Low Cost Extractive Resources of the Nowra-
Jervis Bay Area by I.B.L. Paterson, Dept. of Mines, 1975. 

Pavement Materials Resources Inventory: Presentation and 
Review. Bomaderry Works Office. City of Shoalhaven. 

Department of Housing and Construction, 1987. 	Proposed 
Jervis Bay Armament Depot. 	Natural Resources Baseline 
Study. Dames & Moore Pty. Ltd. 

Shoalhaven City Council 1985. 	Shoalhaven Rural 
Environmental Study. Town Planning Department. 

A Factual Key for the Recognition of Australian Soils. K.H. 
Northcote. 
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Photo No. 1 

General view of the quarry with hydraulic rock breaker in 
operation. 

Photo No. 2 

View of the crushing plant with a truck being loaded in the 
foreground. 
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Photo No. 3 

Preparing for a blast. The overburden has been dozed away from 
the pit and forms a useful noise barrier. 	Note how close the 
shale is to the soil surface. 
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Photo No. 4 

The quarry is located in gentle terrain with extensive areas of 
forest providing a visual screen in all directions except the 
south-west. 
The remainder of the property is used for grazing beef cattle. 
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Photo No. 5 

Typical road formation - Parnell Road 

V 	
Photo No. 6 

Looking towards Quarry site entrance from Railway Road. 
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I 
APPENDIX A 	 Consultation with Government Authorities 

I The following State and Local Government Authorities were 
consulted with during the preparation of this E.I.S. 

I 	. Department of Planning 
Shoalhaven City Council 
State Pollution Control Commission 

I . Soil Conservation Service 
N.S.W. Department of Agriculture 
National Parks and Wildlife Service 

I A copy of the reply from the Department of Planning is attached. 
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Department of Planning 

I 

L 

Cowan & Royston Pty Ltd 
P0 BOX 738 
NOWRA 2541 270 

Fle,minglon Cci Ire 
175 Liverpool Street, Sydney 2000 
Box 3927 G.P.O. Sydney 2001 
D.X. 15 Sydney 

Telephone: (02) 266 7111 Ext. 
Fax No. (02) 2667599 	7590 

ContactD. STELLER 

Our reference 89/2669 

Your refnrcnr,e. 

Dear Sir, 

PROPOSED AND EXISTING QUARRIES AT PORTIONS 153, 154 AND 159 
PARISH OF WANDRAWANDIAN, NEAR TOMERONG 

Thank you for your letter of 11 September 1989 indicating 
that you are consulting with the Director with regard to the 
preparation of an environmental impact statement (EIS) for 
the above development. 

2. As development consent is required for the proposal and 
it is a designated development within the meaning of 
Schedule 3 of the Environmental Planning and Assessment 
Regulation, 1980, as amended, an EIS must accompany the 
development application to the Shoalhaven City Council. The 
EIS shall be prepared in accordance with clause 34 of the 
Regulation and shall bear a certificate required by clause 
26(l)(b) of the Regulation (see Attachment No. 1). 

3. In addition, pursuant to clause 35 of the Regulation, the 
Director requires that the following matters be specifically 
addressed in the EIS: 

Description of both existing and proposed measures 
to minimise soil erosion from the site and 
sedimentation of Tomerong Creek. 

Visual impact of the development on any publicly 
accessable areas or residences.Landscaping to 
minimise any such impacts should be considered. 

Details of site rehabilitation to be undertaken, 
including timing of the above in relation to the 
stages of development. 

4. Attachment No. 2 is a guide to the type of information 
most likely to be relevant to the development you propose; 
not all of the matters raised therein may be appropriate for 
consideration in the EIS for your proposal; equally, the 
guide is not exhaustive. 
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I 
5. In preparing your EIS you should approach the Shoalhaven 

I 	City Council and the State Pollution Control Commission and 
take into account any comments these authorities consider 
may apply •to the proposal. 

I 6. Should you require any further information regarding this 
matter please do not hesitate to contact us again. 

I Yours faithfully, 

I 	( 	_ 	'•' // 
Barbara Adams 
Manager, Assessments Branch 
As Deleqate for the Director. I 
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DEPART:IENT OF ?LANNING 

i

ATTACH;IENT NO. I 

STATUTORY REQUIRE?tENTS FOR ENVIRON;•IENTAL I;IPACT STATEMENTS 

I In accordance with Part IV of the Environmental Planning and 
Assessment Act, 1979, an environmental impact statement 

I (EIS) must meet the following requirements. 

Pursuant to clause 34 of the Environmental Planning and 
Assessment Regulation, 1980, as amended, the contents of an 

I EIS shall include the following matters: 

(a) full description of the designated development 

	

proposed by the development 

I 	
application; 

(b) a statement of the objectives of the proposed 
designated development; 
a full description of the existing environment 

	

I 	likely to be affected by the proposed designated 
development, if carried out; 
identification and analysis of the likely 

I
environmental interactions between the proposed
designated development"and the environment; 
analysis of the likely environmental impacts or 
consequences of carrying out the proposed designated 

I development (including implications for use and 
conservation of energy); 
justification of the proposed designated development 

	

' 	 in terms of.environmental, economic and social 
consideratiorts; 
measures to be taken in conjunction with the 
proposed designated development to protect the 

I environment and an assessment of the likely 
effectiveness of those measures; 

(gl)details of energy requirements of the proposed 
development and measures to be taken to conserve 

	

I 	energy; 
(h) any feasible alternatives to the carrying out of the 

proposed designated development and reasons for 

I choosing the latter; and 
(i) consequences ofnot carrying out the proposed 

development 

	

I 	The EIS must also take into account any matters required by the Director of Planning pursuant to clause 35 of the 
Regulation, which may be included in the attached letter. 

The EIS must bear a certificate as required by clause 
26(l)(b) of the Regulation. 
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DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING 

I
ATTACHMENT NO 2 

ADVICE ON THE PREPARATION OF AN ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT 
STATEMENT (EIS) FOR AN EXTRACTIVE INDUSTRY 

I 
A definition of extractive industry may be found in 

I 	
paragraph (n) to Schedule 3 of the Environmental Planning 
and Assessment Regulation, 1980, (as amended). These 
industries are operations undertaken for the purpose of 
winning sand, gravel, clay, turf, soil, rock, stone or 

I 	similar substances. The definition of extractive industry 
specifically excludes coal, petroleum or minerals which are 
prescribed under the Mining Act, 1973. Extractive 

I 	
industries may take the form of dredging operations, 
quarrying operations, turf farms or various forms of land 
excavation etc. Processing of extracted material on the 
same site as the winning of the material may also constitute 

I an extractive industry. 

Extractive industries have prompted considerable public 

I 	
controversy in the past since, among other things, they 
affect visual amenity, generate heavy vehicle movements, 
raise dust and cause disturbance through noise and blasting. 

I 	
This is the prime reason for designation of extractive 
industries under the Environmental Planning and Assessment 
Act, 1979. 

I 	
The purpose of this paper is to outline various issues 
relevant to the preparation and consideration of an EIS for 
extractive industries. It is intended to assist the 
preparation of the EIS. However, it is the applicant's 

I 	responsibility to identify and address as fully as possible 
the matters relevant to the specific development proposal in 
complying with the requirements for EIS preparation (see 

I 	
Attachment No 1). 

The matters nominated in this paper: are not intended as a 
comprehensive identification of all issues which may  arise 

I 	in respect of an extractive industry. Some of the issues 
nominated may not be relevant to a specific proposal. On 
the other hand, there may be other issues, not included, 

I 	
that are appropriate for consideration in the EIS. 

Information provided should be clear, succinct and objective 
and where appropriate be supported by maps, plans, diagrams 

I 	or other descriptive detail. The purpose of the EIS is to 
enable members of the public, the consent authority (usually 
the Council) and the Department of Planning to properly 
understand the environmental consequences of the proposed 

I development. 

1. Description of the proposal. 

I The description of the proposal should provide general 
background information on the location and extent of the 

I 	
works proposed, an indication of adjacent developments, and 
details of the site, land tenure, zonings and relevant 
forward planning proposals and any other land use 
constraints. 

1 	 2/... 
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The EIS should address the compatibility of the proposal 
with any regional strategy for extractive industries in the 
area and with the provisions of the Local Environmental 
Plans for existing and proposed development. 

This section should provide specific information on the 
nature, intent and form of the development. It should, as 
far as possible, include such details as the processes 
involved (highlighting any proposed crushing or blasting), 
disposal of wastes, landscaping and site rehabilitation. A 
description should also be provided of associated operations 
such as the transport of materials and use of the end 
product if likely to have environmental implications. 

Particular details that may be relevant include: 

Characteristics and economic significance of the 
resource. 
Possible availability of alternative resources. 
Quantity of materials to be extracted. 
Details of any blasting and/or crushing. 
Effects of vibrations. 
Type of machinery and equipment to be used for dredging 
and stockpiling operations and for any processing plant. 
Expected life of the operation. 
Hours of operation. 
Details of necessary stockpiling. 
Access arrangements - truck routes, truck °numbers etc. 
Site drainage and erosion controls. 
Proposals for rehabilitation. 

Description of the Environment. 

This should provide details of the environment in the 
vicinity of the development site and also of aspects of the 
environment likely to be affected by any facet of the 
proposal. In this regard, physical, natural, social, 
archaeological and economic aspects of the environment 
should be described to the extent necessary for assessment 
of the environmental impact of the proposed development. 

Analysis of Environmental Impacts. 

Environmental impacts usually associated with extractive 
industries are listed below. Where relevant to the specific 
proposal, these should be addressed in the EIS, taking into 
account the adequacy of safeguards proposed to minimise 
them. 

The flow of any affected rivers or watercourses. 
The effect of the extraction on the sediment transport 
rate of any affected rivers or watercourses. 
The bed and bank stability of any affected rivers during 
and after completion of the operations and any need for 
recurrent maintenance dredging. 	 - 
Any possible siltation, sedimentation or downstream 
effects of the operation. 
Any likely cumulative effects of the proposed operation 
when considered together with other operations in the 
Vicinity. 



I 
Details of floods and any likely effects of the 

on flood liability of surrounding lands. 

I operation 
The possible effects of 	flooding on the operati on. 

Effects on flora and fauna. 
The agricultural viability of the landholding. 

I

. 
Likely noise/vibration disturbance caused by the 

including transport operations 	on nearby operations, 
residences. 
Other impacts of trucking movements, 	including access I over railways and onto highways. 
Dust nuisance likely to be caused. 
Effects on water quality of nearby watercourses. 

I

. 
Disposal of waste material. 
Effects on the visual environment. 
Any likely affectation of sites of Aboriginal • archaeological or European heritage value if located in 

I the vicinity of operations. 
Impact of the operations on navigation aspects for all • 
types of shipping (commercial, 	recreational, 	etc). 

I In addition, any potential for hazard or risks to public 
and reduce environmental 

safety and any proposals to monitor 

I 
impacts should be included. 

4. 	Contact with relevant Government Authorities. 

I In preparing the EIS, 	it is suggested that authorities, 
	such 

be consulted and their 
as those listed below, should 
comments taken into account in the EIS. 

I The State pollution Control Commission in regard to air, 
control water and noise impacts and relevant pollution 

I 
legislation requirements; 
The Department of Mineral Resources co ncerning its a 
responsibilities under Sydney REP No 9 ExtractiVe 

Industry; 
The Department of Water Resources concerning the 

their jurisdiction; 
I 

implications of the proposal on 
The Soil Conservation Service regarding appropriate • 
erosion control and rehabilitation procedures; 

if 	agricultural land I The Department of Agriculture 	prime 
may be affected by the proposal; 
The Heritage Council of NSW if the proposal is likely to 

I

. 
affect any place or building having heritage 

the National parks and significance for the State; 
wildlife Service if aboriginal places or relics are 

I 
likely to be affected. 
The Maritime Services Board in relation to navigational 
aspects of shipping; and 
The Public Works Department in relation to hydrological 
impacts and relevant legislative requirements. 

It is the responsibility of the person preparing the EIS to 
to the determine those Departments relevant 	proposed 

I development. 

I 
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FLORA AND FAUNA SURVEY AND ASSESSMENT, 

BELIFIELDS QUARRY, TOMERONO. CITY OF SHOALIIAVEN. 

1. INTRODUCTION AND STUDY BRIEF 

This report was prepared for Cowman and Ruyston Pty Limited, who are carrying 

out Investigations relating to a proposal to expand the quarry operations at Beliflelds, a property 

to the east of Tomerong in the City of Shoathaven. This report forms the flora and fauna component 

of the investigations being undertaken for the preparation of an Environmental Impact Statement. 

The study brief for this surv&y and report is as follows: 

to prepare a description of the vegetation of the study area; 

to prepare a plant species list for the study area; 

3, to assess the fauna and fauna habitats of the study area; 

4. to Identify and assess any features of particular conservation significance; and 

S. to recommend w's of reducing the environmental Impact of the proposed quarry excavations. 

I It is understood that It is proposed to expand the existing rock quarry in an easterly 

direction and to remove soil from the floodplain of Tomerong Creek, It is understood that the 

I 	
proposed area of the expansion of the rock quarry is about one hectare. At the time of carrying out 

the flora and fauna survw and preparing the report, the location for the removal of soil from the 

- 	 floodplain of Tomerong Creek had not been decided. 

2. ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING OF THE STUDY AREA 

The study area is located on the property known as Bellflelds, which is situated 

south-east of Tomerong in the City of Shoalhaven. The location of the study area is shown in Figure 

1. The site straddles Tomerong Creek, a major creek system which enters St Georges Basin, about 

5.5 kilometres downstream of the study area. 
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FIGURE 1: LOCATION OF THE STUDY AREA AT TOMERONG 
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The geology underlying the study area is the Wandrawandlan Slltstone. This rock 

produces a clayey soil, with moderate soil nutrient status. The area contains gentle to moderate 

slopes and broad flats adjacent to Tomerong Creek. The lower lying parts of the property along 

Tomerong Creek are covered in an alluvial soil which is very sandy. 

The altitude of the study area ranges from 20 metros to 50 metros above sea level. 

Average annual rainfall in the area is expected to be about 1200mm. 

3. VEGETATION OF THE STUDY AREA 

3.1 PLANT SPECIES LIST 

An inventory of plant species was compiled during the course of the field study and 

is provided in Appendix 3. A total of 150 plant species was recorded in the study area. The plant 

species list also indicates the family to which the species belong. Plant species names generally 

follow Jacobs and Plckard (1981), except for a few recent taxonomic changes; for ferns, Beadle, 

Evans and Carollri (1982) was used. 

In the study area, exotic (Introduced) plant species occur mainly along roadsides 

and at other disturbed locations. As this study is primarily concerned with the native vegetation, a 

detailed search was not undertaken for exotic species. However, if these species were encountered 

and were readily Identifiable by the consultants, their presence was recorded and they were 

included on the plant species list. 

3.2 VEGETATION COMMUNITY TYPES 

The community types have been Identified using the terminology of Specht (1981), 

which is outlined in Appendix 1, and the main tree species present. The vegetation in the study 

area is very disturbed because of past clearing and other activities. Much of the forest vegetation 

is regrowth. Most of the study area has been cleared and is now a pasture of exotic species for 

grazing stock. 

I 
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There are two main vegetation communities on the site; one occurs along Tomerong 

Creek, mainly on alluvial soils, while the other is found on the ridges, on cleyey soils in drier 

conditions. Prior to clearing, Tomerong Creek was dominated by a tell open forest of Sydney Blue 

Gum (Euce/,vp/us selinos.lat.) with a moist understorey containing many rainforest species. 

Dense stands of the trees Two-veined Hickory (Acxi biervote) and Green Wattle (Ac,e 

frrore/o) are common, indicating a regrowth of vegetation following earlier disturbance. The 

ground cover is generally dense, containing many shrubs, grasses and herbs (see Appendix 3). In 

some locations, there are stands of Paperbark ( Mele/euce ?re). 

Along the banks of the creek, a narrow band of rainforest occurs. This rainforest is 

a very simple community and is dominated by the following tree species: Lilly Pilly (Acmene 

sm//h/i), I ronwood ( Bxk/iousth myr/ifo/rn), B rush M uttonwood (R' how/t/,&'), Native 

Laurel ()"yp/xeryegleucescens), Sandpaper Fig (Fiuscrcz'o/o), Sassafras (1/ioro 
sessefres) and Scrub Beefwood ( S/onxerpus so/,inus). Common vine species Include Austrel 

Sarsaparilla (Sm//ox eus/ro//5), Wombat Berry (Eus/rop/nis /et,io//us), Monkey-rope Vine 

(Persons, s/rem frze ), White Supplejeck (Ripc9Jnum olbum ) and Morinda (Mrfrith 
josmfriois). Ferns are common in places, including Rasp Fern ( bwaY8 e.oe) and Harsh 

Ground Fern ( hypo/opimuo//ori), 

The ridge community is on drier cleyey soils, as opposed to the moist, senct' soils of 

the floodplain near the creek which supports the rainforest community. The dominant tree species 

on the ridge to the east of the existing quarry, where it Is proposed that the expansion should take 

place, are Spotted Gum ( Euce/yp/usmu/e/e), White Stringybark (Eeo1yp/usglobo,) and 

Grey Ironbark (E pen,u/e/o), which form an open forest community. The shrub understorey is 

sparse, probably the consequence of frequent burning. Common shrub species Include Gorse 

Bitter-pea ( D visiulk'i1o/,), White-beard ( Lou vpipnjurnoer1'nJs), White Kunzea ( Kuias 
e,nDiiue), Bronze Bush-pea ( Polten&v v//lose), Prickly Shaggy-pea ( Oxy/ob/um ilic/Io/ium) 

and Yellow Tea-tree ( Lep/ospermum flovesns). The ground cover is moderately dense and is 

dominated by grosses, mainly B lady Grass ( /mpero/e cy/indrice) and Kangaroo Oress (T/iemE 
eus/re//5'). Other common ground cover species include Mat-rush (La&1-e /r,gifo/th ), 
Common Bracken ( P/eriJithn escu/en/um), Slender Rice-flower ( Pine/se /,7ifo/i), Germander 

Raspwort ( £,nxorpus/eucrikjis) and Thatch Saw-sedge (Oehnia redule). 
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4. FAUNA AND FAUNA HABITATS OF THE STUDY AREA 

4.1 FAUNA 

The fauna species and fauna habitats of the study area were surv&/ed in the field and 

I assessed using information provided by other studies and the consultant's experience in the region. 

It was not within the scope of this study to carry out a comprehensive field survw to determine 

I the fauna species present in the study area. 

A list of the mammal species likely to occur in the study area has been prepared and 

is provided in Appendix 4. Appendix 4 also provides notes on those mammal species recorded in or 

nearthe study area. Some records were extracted from a data base of mammal records relating to 

the Iflawarre region, which is maintained by the consultants. The presence of five mammal 

I 	species was confirmed during the study and eleven others are expected to occur there (see 

Appendix 4). 

I A list of the bird species recorded by the consultant in the 10' grid square 35 0 05' 

I
s 150 0  35' E, and a small number of records obtained from other sources, is given in Appendix 5. 

Those species recorded in or near the study area during the study period, a total of 42 species, are 

indicated. Many more bird species would occur in the study area and those most likely to occur can 

I be obtained from the list in Appendix 5. 

Information about the herpetofauna (reptiles and amphibians) in the study area is 

scant. The collection of this data is time consuming and difficult to obtain during a short time 

I period and it was not within the scope of this study to carry out a detailed search. A list of 

herpetofauna is therefore not included. Reference should be made to standard references such as 

I Cogger (1 986). Rare species which may occur in the study area are discussed in SectIon 5. The 

following common and widespread species were recorded in the study area: 

Crfr,is,inf(ero 	 Common Eastern Toedlet 

I
E1J/8177prusQu0yff 	 Eastern Water Skink 

P/iysi'net/ieis lesuourif 	 Eastern Water Dragon 

I 
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4.2 FAUNA HABITATS 

In addition to recording their actual presence and assessing the likely occurrence of 

individual fauna species in the study area, the habitat of the study area was assessed in terms of its 

value to local fauna. 

Three main fauna habitats were identified in the study area. These include the tafl 

open forest and rainforest of the alluvial flats, Including the riparlan habitats, along Tomerong 

Creek. This habitat is moist and contains a dense tree, shrub and ground cover. The habitat 

Includes a permanent creek with pools and running water. By virtue of Its occurrence only along 

stream verges, this habitat type is not common in the district. 

The second habitat is the drier open forest of the ridges, with a grassy and rather 

open understor. This less diverse habitat can be expected to support less fauna than the creek 

side habitat. This habitat is very common in the district and covers a large proportion of the 

surrounding, uncleared land. 

The third habitat, the one which covers most of the study eea, is the exotic pasture. 

This habitat supports only common and widespread fauna species. The fauna observed in the study 

area reflects these different habitat types (see AppendIces 4 and 5). 

5. FEATURES OF CONSERVATION SIGNIFICANCE 

Australian plant species which are rare or threatened are listed in Briggs and Leigh 

(1988); this publication is used to assess the conservation significance of plant species in New 

South Wales. The rating system used by these authors is given in Appendix 2. A report by Mills 

(1988) which describes the rare rainforest plants in the Iflawarra region, is used to assess the 

rare plant species in the region. 

One rare or threatened plant species, Syzyg/um perncul8lum , was located in the 

study area, The species is endangered and is rated 3ECI by Briggs and Leigh (1988). This species, 

which occurs in rainforest, was assessed in the report by Mills (1988) and relevant information 

about the species is reproduced below. The species appears not to have been previously recorded 
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so far Inland, at least in the south of Its range. 

"Szj'iwm porncu/otum was placed under the name 5 cw/m/nhwieim until the 

revision by Hylend (1 983). The species occurs from Bulahdelah on the North Coast to St Oeorges 

Basin on the South Coast, The habitat of this species, littoral rainforest, is under threat wherever 

it occurs. Populations in the I liawarra region are found only around .Jervis Bay, with a gap in Its 

occurrence until Towra Point, south of Sydney, There are small populations at Jervis Bay, most 

consisting of only a few trees; these occur in small patches of littoral rainforest scattered around 

the Beecroft Peninsula on the northern side of the bay and in Jervis Bay Nature Reserve on the 

southern side of the bay. There Is a need to establish appropriate management guidelines for the 

small areas of littoral rainforest in the Jervis Bay area, all of which are in some form of public 

ownership, to ensure the survival of this species. Threats include recreational developments, 

Industrial development and bushfires, Fld (1983) classified this species as 'location known, 

population not secure, rescue required'. This species occurs in the following conservation 

reserves in the region: Jervis Bay Nature Reserve and Abrahams Bosom Reserve." 

Fauna of particular conservation importance in New South Wales is listed on 

Schedule 12 of the National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974 (New South Wales 1974), as amended in 

1984. The species from Schedule 12 which are known or expected to occur in the study area are 

listed in Table 1. 

Table 1 

I 	Species Listed on Schedule 12 of the National Parks and Wildlife Act. 
Known or Expected to Occur in the Study Area at Boilfields, Tomorong. 

I Part 1: Fauna of Special Concern 

Reptiles 
More/ispf/o/e 	 Could be present in the forest along the creek. 
Diamond Python 

Birds 
,4r6b0/8 ,Z,,' 	 Probably present from time to time, in the cleared areas. 
Cattle Egret 
Egrette19/b8 	 Probably present from time to time, near the dams. 
Great Egret 
//o/ietiis /eucrstor 	Probably present; mainly aerial. 
White-bellied Sea-Eagle 
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Hfr,nciot,s cozku/us 
White-throated Needletail 
,louspxif,cus 
Fork-tailed Swift 
Oorxfrie tenufr'ostrXs' 
Cicadobird 
Zc,.,/,,aro cumo 
White's Thrush 
Fo/cuncu/us Iron to/us 
Crested Shrike-tit 
R,0ñIuro rul/Irons 
Rufous Fantail 
Cfric/osomnepunctotum 
Spotted Quail-thrush 

Probably present; aerial only. 

Possibly present; aerial only. 

May occur in the forests in the study area. 

May occur in the moister forests in the study area. 

Probably occurs in the forests of the study area. 

Probably occurs in the moist forest along the creek. 

May occur on the drier ridges. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Part 2: Vulnerable and Rare Fauna 

Birds 
Fo/cvperegriws 	 Probably occurs from time to time in the study area. 
Peregrine Falcon 
Co//c*xp/ia/on IlMbridl= 	Would occur from time to time in the forests of the study area, 
Gang-gang Cockatoo 

Part 3: Threatened Fauna 
nil 

Part 4: Fauna in Imminent Danger of Extinction 
nil 

The moist forest and riparlan habitats along Tomerong Creek are identified as having 

valu8 for local fauna because they are utilised by a wide range of species, The Importance of the 

rainforest and the riparlan habitats Is heightened by the fact that they are not common In the 

district. 

6. POTENTIAL IMPACT OF THE PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT ON THE FLORA AND FAUNA 

This study has described in detail, and assessed the conservation significance of, the 

vegetation and the fauna of the study area. Based on these findings, an Important objective of this 

report is also to assess the likely impact on the flora and fauna of the proposal for expanded quarry 

operations on the site. This task has been mode difficult by the fact that, at the time of preparation 

of this report, details about the extent and location of the soil removal operations on the floodplain 
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remained unknown to the consultants. 

Vegetation 

The proposal to expand the quarry will involve the destruction of a small area, 

approximately two hectares, of open forest vegetation (see the description of drier ridge 

vegetation in Section 3.2) which has regrown following earlier disturbance. This forest type is 

common in the district and, in the study area, no rare or threatened plants or animals were located 

by the consultants in this forest type. However, the development will result in the loss of about 

one hectare of regrowth forest. 

It is understood that the extraction of alluvial soil from the floodplain of Tomerong 

Creek will be from land which has already been cleared and is now under pasture. However, as 

noted in this report, the vegetation along most of the creek is a narrow band of rainforest with 

conservation value as local fauna habitat. It is also of botanical value because it is an uncommon 

vegetation type in the district. As this vegetation occurs along the immediate stream banks It also 

protects these banks from erosion. 

Fauna and Fauna Habitats 

The impact of the proposed developments on the fauna of the area is likely to be 

minimal as long as Tomerong Creek and the adjacent vegetation are protected from disturbance. 

Several species listed on Schedule 12 of the NatIonal Parks and Wildlife Act are likely to occur in 

the study area from time to time. However, these species do not rely upon the habitats in the study 

area exclusively, nor do they rely on them for their continued existence in the district, The area 

of natural habitat involved in the expended quarry proposal is very small and does not represent a 

rare habitat type. 

iii. Features 01  Conservation and Botanical Importance 

The alluvial flats along Tomerong Creek, which are proposed to be quarried for soil, 

support some significant natural features as outlined in Sections 4 and 5. The moist forest along 

Tomerong Creek, particularly the rainforest, is identified as having local value as fauna habitat 

and is of botanical conservatIon value. Additionally, one plant species, listed as rare or 

threatened, S' g/timpnkyi/eIum, occurs In the rainforest. This occurrence is most unusual as 

almost all other known occurrences of this species are on sand dunes near the sea. As long as the 
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quarrying operations avoid the stream verges containing roinforest (see FIgure 2) and 

sedimentation and bank erosion are avoided, there should be no impact on either the roinforest or 

the specimens of Sy2y,ump17i'u/81iJm. 

lv. Tomerong Creek 

Tomerong Creek enters St Georges Basin about 5.5 kilometres downstream of the 

stucty area. This stream alre&i,' contains an Increased sediment load because of the clearing of 

vegetation within its catchment. There is a potential for the quarry to contribute to this process 

and, thereby, to have a detrimental impact on Tomerong Creek. The fact that coastal lakes such as 

St Georges Basin are being affected by excessive sedimentation is now well known, and decisions 

relating to development within the catchment of St Georges Basin should be mode with an 

awareness of the potential to cause significant sedimentation problems for this enclosed estuarine 

system. 

7. RECOMMENDATIONS 

The following recommendations have been made to protect the important features of 

the flora and fauna of the stuct' area and to mitigate against the potential adverse impacts of the 

proposed development: 

1. No disturbance to the vegetation or soil surface should take place along the banks of Tomerong 

Creek. This vegetation is important because it: 

contains a rare plant, Syzyg/um,00rthxilaftim; 

contains rainforest vegetation, which is scarce in the district; 

is an important local fauna habitat; and 

helps to protect the stream banks and the adjacent floodplain from erosion In time of flood. 

A suitable buffer zone should be established along the stream where no further disturbance takes 

place. 

2. RehabilItation of the land surface and subsequent revegetation of disturbed areas should take 

place as soon as possible following completion of the quarrying operations. On the floodplain, 

rehabilitation and revegetation should be undertaken to enhance the vegetated corridor along 

Tomerong Creek. The areas alreact' quarried near the creek should be rehabilitated to allow the 
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FIGURE 2: LOCATION OF SIGNIFICANT NATURAL FEATURES 
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I natural vegetation to re-establish and to minimize additional sediment input to Tomerong Creek. 

Improved quarrying methods near Tomerong Creek will decrease the impact upon this creek, St 

I Georges Basin and the aquatic life which they support. Rehabilitation of the site following 

completion of the quarrying operations will minimize the long term impact of the development on 

I the natural environment. 

1 	3. The Soil Conservation Service should be fully consulted about the development of quarry plans 

within the study area. Their advice should be sought to protect Tomerong Creek and St Georges 

I Basin from additional sedimentation. A detailed drainage and erosion control plan should be 

developed, in association with the proposed developments for the area 
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APPENDIX 1. 

Structural Formations In Australian Vegetation (after Spocht 1981). 

Life Form 
of Tallest 	Projective Foliage Cover of Tallest Stratum: 
Stratum: 100-70% 70-50% 50-30% 30-10% <10% 

Trees >30m Tall Closed Tall Open - - - 
Forest Forest 

Trees 1 O-30m Closed Forest Open Forest Open Forest Woodland Open Woodland 

Trees <lOm Low Closed Low Open Low Open Low Low Open 
Forest Forest Forest Woodland Woodland 

Shrubs >2m Closed Shrub Open Scrub Open Scrub Tall Tall 
Shrubland Open Shrubland 

Shrubs .25-2m Closed Open Open Low Low Open 
Heathland Heathiand Heathiand Shrubland Shrubland 

Shrubs <.25m - - - Dwarf Open Dwarf Open 
Heathiand Heat.hland 

Hummock - - - Hummock Open 
Grasses Grassland Hummock 

Grassland 
Herbaceous Layer: 

Gramminoides Closed Grassland Grassland Open Very Open 
Grassland Grassland Grassland 

Sedges Closed Sedgeland Sedgeland Open Very Open 
Sedgeland Sedgeland Sedgeland 

Herbs Closed Herbland Herbland Open Very Open 
Herbland Herbland Herbland 

Ferns Closed Fernland Fernland Open Very Open 
Fernland Fernland Fernland 
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APPENDIX 2. 

Rating System for Rare or Threatened Australian Plant Species. 

after Brlggs and leigh (1988). 

'1' 	Species known only from the type collection, 

Species with very restricted distribution in Australia and with a maximum geographic range 
of less than 100 kilometres. 

Species with a range over 100 kllometres in Australia but occurring only in smafl 
populations which are mainly restricted to highly specific habitats. 

X 	Species presumed extinct. These have either not been found in recent years despite thorough 
searching, or have not been collected for at least 50 years. 

'E' 	Endangered species in serious risk of disappearing from the wild state If present land use and 
other causal factors continue to operate. 

V 	Vulnerable species not presently endangered but at risk over the longer period through 
continued depletion, or which largely occur on sites likely to experience changes in land use 
which threaten the survival of the species in the wild. 

R' 	Species which are rare in Australia but which are not currently considered endangered or 
vulnerable. 

K 	Poorly known species that are suspected, but not definitely known, to belong to any of the 
above categories. 

'C' 	Species known to be represented within a national park or other proclaimed reserve. The 
species may or may not be considered to be adequately conserved within the reserve(s). 

'a' 	Indicates that the species is known to be adequately conserved. 

'I 	Indicates that the species is known to be inadequately conserved. 

-' 	Indicates that its reservation status is unknown. 
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APPENDIX 3. 

Plant List for the Study Area at Belifields, Tomerong. 

Nomenclature follows Jacobs and Pickord (1981); for ferns, Beadle etal (1982). 

Species 	 Creek 	Ridge 

PIERIDOPHYTA (FERNS) 

ADANTACEAE 
Ail,ontiim thiopi'um L. 	 x 
P8/1e0810/ce1e(R. Br.) Fee 	 x 

B LECHNACEAE 
B/hnüm crf//jiaum Sw. 	 x 
B/ec/inumniidtjm (Lebill.) Mett, ox Luerss 	 x 
DXooeroR.Br. 	 x 
O%m4%'e(R. Br.) Benth. 	 x 

CYATHEACEAE 
Qi/c//eoibi (R. Br.) Maxon 	 x 

1,'sfre/15(R. Br.) Domin 	 x 

DENNSTAEDT IACEAE 
Hypo1epXmuo/1or/ N. A. Wakef. 	 x 
Pier kIijm escu/entum (Forst. 0 Cockg'ne 	 x 

	
x 

POLYPOD IACEAE 
P,vrrcsie rupesiris (R. Br.) Chi ng 	 x 

ANOIO$PERMAE 

ACANTHACEAE 
PsethrenI/ie,rn,m veriebi/e (R. Br.) Radi k. ax Li ndau x 

AP IACEAE 
*ApulJm /eptoptiy//um (Pars.) F. MuoH. 	 x 
Ny&'rxoIy/evren/iio/,, F. M uel 1. 	 x 
/cv'/e lox/fibre DC. 	 x 

	
x 

APOCYNACEAE 
Personsie slremi'iee (R. Br.) F. M uel 1. 	 x 

AREGCEAE 
L ivi'lom eustrelis (R. Br.) Mart, 	 x 

ASCLEP IADACEAE 
*4r,/irL,m burn. 	 x 
Mersrrn ra$trete R. Br. 	 x 
Ty/op/iore berbole R. Br. 	 x 

15 



x 	x 

x 
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ASTERACEAE 
th/&'hr,vsumm,(o/,thn (Vent.) Sweet 
* /ij'p 	ri& rx',cta L. 
Senhi /irffo//us A. Rich. 
Sistt*, or/onto/is L. 
* $nc,%js o/orxs'e/s L. 

ATHEROSP ERMATACEAE 
Dorvphcro sosofros Endi, 

BORAGI NACEAE 

63117t/a'su177 lotilo/fum R. Br. 

GMPANULACEAE 
Wo/i/enborgirf/Xg (Forst. 0 Schrad. 

CARYOP HYLLACEAE 
549118rhq fl6widb Hook. 

CASUARI NACEAE 
4//0085u8rfr,o /ittoro/is (Sal isb.) L. Johnson 

COMM EL INACEAE 
Commo/inocvonoe R. Br. 

CON VOL V ULACEAE 
01è'hontlrorepons Forst & Forst, f. 

CU NON IACEAE 
//,vmo wrrdtifiolia Andr. 

Ooratopoto/um opotolum D. Don 
Scii?omorioveta D. Don 

CYPERACEAE 
2arex8ppr8sso R. Br. 
Oo,niriu/o Benth. 
Oo/ini ?s,borono Kunth 
Lepktspermo /otora/o P. Br. 

DI LLENIACEAE 
//thbert,osporo DC. 
//ilibor/Xscnc'ns (Wilid.) Olig 

ELAEOCARPACEAE 
E/xorpus reticu/otus Sm. 

EPACRI DACEAE 
Loucvpcvnjunierftius R. Br. 

[UP HORS IACEAE 
5rey17iob/o17giio/1 Muell, Arg, 
O//Ii'n(ero'fnond/(Muell, Arg.) F. M. Bell 

In 
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Poron//iere miriotiy//o B rongn. 

FABACEAE 
Oev,& u/,ffo/i Andr. 
* Ery//irina X sykasif Borneby & Krukoff 
01)/c117e c1ancst,ne Wendi, 

mp/io/ob/tjm /at/1o1,jm Sm. 
llorc'ntergi vio1a (Schneev.) Ste8rn 
Kennr,xrn (Schneev.) Vent. 
O,y1ob,,m f/i,io/him (Andr.) Domin 
P/a/ylobfi,m lormosum Sm. 
PU149176m bl&(eIy/ Joy Thompson 
Pu1/eno /inopñy//e Schrad. 
Pu1/ena v/11oa Wilid. 

GOODE N IACEAE 
xrkno /ie/sr0,0hv118 Sm. 

NALOR/CEAE 
00170carpus /eucriks DC. 

HYPERICACEAE 
Hyperiumgromfrieum Forst. 1. 

IRIDACEAE 
Potersvni 1on.q/fo/, R. Br. 

UUNGI NACEAE 
Triglx/irnprxere R. Br. 

LAM IACEAE 
Prostent/iere 1es,n(/1os Lebi 11. 

LAURACEAE 
Cryptxeryag/aucns R. Br. 

LILIACEAE 
Di17e//6cxru1e Sims 
Sc/i81/iemmera uno'u/ata R. Br. 

LOB EL IACEAE 
Pretipwoejrosrns(R. Br.)E. Wlmmer 

MALVACEAE 
* tf%'o18 caro1i7 i178 (L.) 0. D o n 
* Sida r/iocnb/fo1i L. 

MENISPERMACEAE 
Sarcopete/um /iarveyor,urn F. M uel 1. 
Stop/ienijoporn'a (Thunb.) Miers 
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M ENYANTHACEAE 
V///rsiioxo/toto (Soland. ox Sims) 0. Don 

MIMOSACEAE 
binar Voto DC. 

Ac/8 ,;"rorofa Sleber ex Spreng. 
4cxiemoièèi/f F. Muell. 
Acxi term frio/,' (SalIsb.) Macbride 

MONI M IACEAE 
/lo'cer,vo -917gustifoliL9 A. Cunn. 

MORACEAE 
Ficus cvronoto Spin. 

MYRSI NACEAE 
Repone/iow//t,ne Mez 
Roponea varXbf/f (R. B r.) Mez 

MYRTACEAE 
Acmenosmit,ii(Poir.) Merr. & Perry 
Anvptora 1/or ,bunc (Sm. ) Sweet 
8xk/ious/e1771vr//1o// Hook. 1. & Harv. 
b'eackoo virgdI8 (Forst. & Forst. 1.) Andr. 
Eucalyptus se/i'noSm. - £ botryois Sm. 
Eucalyptus g/oboko B lakely 
Eucalyptus mxuj/a/, Hook. 
&1O&l'vptuSp&7hv184q Sm. 
EuJcolyptuspt/ulor,' Sm. 
Kuinzeoomb,ujo (Sm.) Druce 
Leptosperciwm 118ve"17s Sm. 
/1e/a1euc8?i&vr8 (Salisb.) Britten 
tiololeuca er,oli Sm. 
Ile/aleuica IhWrilfOlid Sm. 
Syncarpiglomul,/era (Sm.) N led. 
Syzyg/um poni'u/e/um Oaertn. 
TristenñpsX' burma (Sm.) R. Br. 

OLEACEAE 
Noteleao boiqi1o/, Vent. 

OXALIDACEAE 
Oxalis cvrn,u/o/o L. 

PASS I FLORACEAE 
* Possil/ora 	Sims 

PHI LESIACEAE 
Eustroplius lot/lob/us R. Br. 
6Wtonopbes/um cymosuro (R. Br,) A. Cunn, ox Hook. 

x 
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P HYTOLACACEAE 
* P/'yto/xro xfem*'e L. 

P I TTOSPORACEAE 
51//8rcfi're sci,ncns Sm. 
&ir&ri SPI~7050 Coy. 
Pfi?osporum revo/ulum Alt. 
Pft/czoorum unc/u/otum Vent, 

P LANTAGI NACEAE 
* P/en/p /on/a/o L. 

POACEAE 
* Bri;v inmor L. 
Cyncthnc/y/on (L.) Pers, 
En/o/esis/rk.'to(R, Br.) Hughes 
linp8relecylh7drko Beauv. 
Op/imonus irntf//i (R. Br.) Room. & Schult. 
T/iem&E oiis/r/X (R. Br.) Stapf 

POLYGONCEAE 
Mueh/enlieckiogrxi//imo Meisn. 
Po/vnum sp. 

PRIM ULACEAE 
* ,417& jollis 8r vol7s49 L. 

P ROT EACEAE 
z5'e17ks/serrot8 L. f. 
Bo17ksiOsph7,V/035 Sm. 
Lomoth, f/i'/Io/i R. Br. 
Perszirng /rnoor/ Andr, 
Steaxorpus s/i'nus R. Br. 

RANUNCULACEAE 
C/emo/isorit/o R. Br. ox DC. 
Renuncu/us sp. 

RHAMNACEAE 
A1ifto17,6xe'/so (Fenzl) Reiss, ox Benth. 

ROSACEAE 
Rubus/if//fi F. Muell. 
Rubuisporviio/iis L. 
Rubuisros,io/ujs Sm. 
* Rubus sp. 

RUB IACEAE 
1orJosm1;'?ofrs A. Cunn. 
Opercu/orth ospore Oaertn. 

Lo 
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RUTACEAE 
sm/I/i/f Andr. S. lot, 

SANTALACEAE 
ExxerpossIritus R. Dr. 
Satile/tím oZitus/lo/fum R. Br. 

SAP I NDACEAE 
OtiIae tr,iejeIre Wendi, 

$CROPHULARIACEAE 
Verotth2e ca//c/na R. Br. 

SM $ LACEAE 
Ri'cnum a/bum R.Br, 
SmIl"8ustr8A5 R. Br. 

SOLANACEAE 
* Solarium niirum L. 
* Solarium psatidxapsicum L. 
Solarium punWum R. Br, 

STERCUL IACERE 
cmmersvnia (rosen J. Gay 

THYM ELAEACEAE 
Pirnelea lfr1f(o/i Sm. 

ULMACEAE 
Tremeaspora (Brongn.) 81. 

URT$CACEAE 
11rtki;7cX.8 Poir, 

VERB ENACEAE 
C/erc,.-Enulrum tomentosum R. Br. 

V$OLACEAE 
Viola /ic'rae Lablil. 

V$TACEAE 
Cisus an/ercIia Vent. 
CX'sus /iypcj/auca A. Gray 

XANT HORRHOEACEAE 
Lomandro /ongiio/th L a b Ill. 
Lomandra mu/I/I/ore (R. Br.) B r i t t e n 
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APPENDIX 4. 
List of Mammal Species for the Study Area at Beliflelds, Tomerong. 
Nomenclature follows Strahan (1983). 

Species 

7iW1ossusii1(,js 	 Recorded in the study area by the consultants, 

Short- beaked Echidna 

417tec/uiissturtii 	 A common and widespread species which is 

Brown Antechinus 	 probably present in the study area. 

Pereme/osnoseíto 	 A modoratoly common species which may be 

Long-nosed Bandicoot 	 present in the study area. 

Psicx/iefrusporegrftws 	 Dray found in dense vegetation near the creek in 

Common Rlngtail Possum 	 the study area. Recorded near Tomerong. 

Peouriis/.irevivps 	 A common and widespread species which Is 

Sugar Glider 	 probably present in the study area. 

Tri/iosur,s vu/poceile 	 A common and widespread species which may be 

Common Brushtall Possum 	 present. Recorded at Sussex Inlet. 

rop11s1'u(1'/e1J5 	 Recorded at other locations in the district; may 

Red-necked Wallaby 	 be present in the study area from time to time. 

MropiJs,nteus 	 Recorded from the study area by the consultants. 

Eastern Gray Kangaroo 

!l'o//eb,obkv/or 	 A common and widespread species which may be 

Swamp Wallaby 	 present. Recorded near Tomerong. 

hj't1ro17?ysctiryycster 	 Recorded at St Georges Basin; may be present in 

Water-rat 	 the study area, along the creek. 
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Rot/us (uscios 	 A common and widespread species which is 

Bush Rot 	 probably present in the study area. 

Rottuisro/tuis * 	 A common and widespread exotic species which 

Block Rat 	 is probably present in the study area. 

/lusrrniscuiluis * 	 A common and widespread exotic species which 

House Mouse 	 is probably present in the study area. 

Orto1uscuniu/us * 	 Recorded in the study area. 

Rabbit 

Vu//pes vuí/pbs * 	 Recorded In the study area. 

Fox 

Fe/icotus * 	 A common and widespread exotic species which 

Feral Cat 	 is probably present in the study area. 
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I 	APPENDIX 5. 

I 
List of Bird Species for the 10' Grid Block 35005'S 1500351, recorded by 

the consultant. (x - recorded in the study area. October 1989). 

Nomenclature follows Blakers, Davies and ReIlly (1 984). 

I 

Australesian Grebe 
Little Penguin 
Australian Pelican 
Great Cormorant 
Little Black Cormorant 
Little Pied Cormorant 
Pacific Heron 
White-faced Heron 
Great Egret 
Striated Heron 
Black Swan 
Pacific Black Duck 
Chestnut Teal 
Maned Duck 
Whistling Kite 
White-bellied Sea-Eagle 
Wedge-tailed Eagle 
Purple Swam phen 
Masked Lapwing 
Eastern Curlew 
Silver Gull 
Crested Tern 
Topknot Pigeon 
Spotted Turtle-Dove * 
Emerald Dove 
Brush Br'onzewlng 
Yellow-tailed Black-Cockatoo 
Gang-gang Cockatoo 
Galah 
Sulphur-crested Cockatoo 
Rainbow Lorikeet 
Australian King-Parrot 
Crimson Rosella 
Eastern Rosella 
Fonto1 led Cuckoo 
Southern Boobook 
White-throated Needletail 
Laughing Kookaburra 
Sacred Kingfisher 
Dol larbird 
Welcome Swallow 

Thybap/us nov%hol/ar1d/ 
E14'p/u/e mfrior 
Pelxnus conspi//letus 
P/ie/xrxvrex corbo 
Pbe/xJ'c4rox su/cu-ostri 
Pbalrc,vrax me/anoleua 
ArcIaep&/fi 
,4r6& 170V66A011817di88  
Egret/a a/ba 
Bu/or,s sine/us 
Cinus a/re/us 
Anes suporc/l,so 
A17es 6/O1703 
c/ienone//a jubato 
He/,s/ur splienurus 
He/ietus /o'ucr'oster 
Aqwle aut& 
Porphyriporp/iyri 
Panel/us mi/es 
Numen/us mxjoscerinsis 
Lorus novoiendi 
Sterna berg/i 
Lopholoimnus antorC/ñ'us 
Streptopelie c/iinensis 
Chalcvphops iilica 
Pheps elns 
co/yp/On/?ynchus funereus 
Wlxeptialon fimnbrX/um 
Oxatíe rosakap///a 
cxaivags/er//e 
Tn&-bc1essus ,%'177e101us 
4/is/eros sapu/enis 
Ple/ycercus e/ns 
Ple/ycercus ox/mn/us 
Cuco/uspyrrhopbenus 
Niox /?OVSlentJh% 
/1/r076ep0 COUC&X//US 
Dxelo noviufrie 
//eleyon $8/70/8 

Eurys/omus onien/elig 
HfrVnLt /70a4'e178 
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Richard's Pipit 
Black-faced Cuckoo-shrike 
Eastern Yellow Robin 
Jacky Winter 
Golden Whistler 
Rufous Whistler 
Grey Shrike- thrush 
Black-faced Monarch 
Leaden Flycatcher 
Rufous Fantail 
Grey Fantail 
Willie Wagtall 
Eastern Whipblrd 
Superb Fairy-wren 
Variegated Fairy-wren 
Southern Emu-wren 
Origma 
White-browed $crubwren 
Brown gerygone 
Brown Thornbill 
Buff-rumped Thornbill 
Yellow Thornbill 
Striated Thornbill 
White-throated Treecreeper 
Red Wattlebird 
Little Wattlebird 
Noisy Friarbird 
Lewin's Honeyeater 
Yellow- faced Honeyeater 
White-eared Honeyeater 
White- naped Honeyeater 
New Holland Honeyeater 
Tawny-crowned Honeyeater 
Eastern Spinebill 
Mistletoebird 
Spotted Pardalote 
Si lvereye 
House Sparrow * 
Red-browed Firetail 
Common Starling * 
Common Mynah * 
Satin Bowerbird 
Australian Magpie-lark 
Grey Butcherbird 
Australian Magpie 
Pled Currawong 
Australian Raven 

* Introduced bird species. 

I 

Anthijs novslontJi 
Corxfr,o fl/'O//o/?I%' 
Eopsa//rio aeJs/re/45 
M,crca /euaJp/AO 
Px/ip/io/aptoro//' 
Px,,vco/io/e ,'uf,4'ontr,s 
Co//or,'fr,c/o /iarmorn 
Monarc/ie me/enopsis 
Myi're mqui6't8 
Riiji1uro rollIrons 
R/i/ok.?,re fuligmoso 
R/iO,1ur8 /eiitvp/irjs 
Psop/icis o/l'xeus 
IIafurus cyoneus 
Iloltirus lemberti 
St/p/torus meixIlorus 
Or,'me soil/erie 
Ser ,kvrrns Iron/a/is 

rypne mouikf 
Acenrn/?'ophJsi//e 
,40071/iiZo riu/oiès 

fl8170 
4cen/h,e lieote 
C/froWX$ /01/cOpi% 
417//ixti48i,e cruncu/o/e 
Anthcvhre clirysop tore 
P/i/lemon wrni'uilotus 
I1e/19%zs lewh7f/ 
I ic/ienos/omus c/ir,vsops 
I i'/ionostoinus /eucoti' 
flo////irop/us lone/us 
P/iyfktnyrX' nov/io//enoX' 
P/iy11d217yr/5 me/a/lops 
Acent/ior/iync/ius tenuu'ostri 
Oioeum /nrundi'ixeum 
Porclotuspunctotus 
Zosterops la/ore/is 
Posse,' dimesti'us 
Emblemo temporelis 
Sturnus vulris 
Acrkt/tieres /ris/X' 
Pt/lonor/i,vnc/ios vhl%us 
Ore//ma cyonoleuca 
Crx/k'us torque/os 
6)117717or/i me /lli,cen 
Streporagrxu/i'ie 
Con/us coronois 
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1.0 	INTRODUCTION 

This report has been prepared as part of an Environmental 
Impact Statement for the Operation of an existing hard rock 
quarry at Beilfields, off Parnell Road, Tomerong. 

The hard rock quarry has been in operation for over ten 
years and has a large buffer zone from the township of 
Tomerong and St George's Basin. There are several residences 
in closer proximity to the quarry and extensive measurements 
of the potential noise and blasting environmental impacts 
have been measured during normal operations of the quarry. 

Discussions have been held with the nearest resident to the 
quarry and specific measures to reduce roadway dust are 
addressed in the section of the report dealing with Air 
Emissions. 

The report has been prepared to the requirements of the 

SPcc. 

1 



I 
I 	

2.0 NOISE IMPACT ASSESSMENT 

The noise impact assessment has been conducted by measuring the 
background noise levels at the nearby residential areas without 

I 	contribution from the quarry plant and front end loaders. Further 
measurements were conducted with the quarry undergoing normal 
operations. 

I The equipment noise emission levels were obtained during normal 
production• activities. The noise emission levels from the 
equipment operating under maximum load conditions will be 

I calculated for the proposed development of the quarry. 

The noise impact assessment is accomplished by comparing the 

I 	equipment predicted and measured noise levels with the measured 
background levels. The SPCC acoustic criteria for residences 
within the nearby vicinity of the quarry site are applied to the 

I 	
comparison between the equipment noise levels and the background 
residential noise levels. 

I 	
2.1 	SPCC ACOUSTIC CRITERIA 

The SPCC acoustic criteria to be maintained when the quarry is 

I 	
operated consists of the following as a minimum. 

The noise levels at the residences are not to be increased by 
more than 5dBA above the existing background levels (ie. the 
' 	measured L90 level). 

There are instances where due to existing use rights and 

I 	
practical circumstances, that guideline levels for rural 
residential areas are applied. The acceptable levels under these 
circumstances are a daytime level of 40 - 45dBA and 35 - 40dBA 

I 	
night time. 

Day Time is defined as 7.00am - 10.00rm 

Night Time is defined as 10.00pm - 7.00am 

The noise levels at passive recreation areas are to be limited to 

I 40 - 45dBA either day or night time. 

If the measured L90 levels are at the upper levels for day and 

I 	night time, then the new noise sources are required to be 
controlled so that the L90 levels are not further increased. This 
would require that the new noise sources be controlled to 10dBA 

I 	
below the L90 levels. This criterion protects residential areas 
from a creeping decline in the acoustic amenity for the 
residents. 

I 
I 	
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I 

I 	Normal movements of trucks is preferred between 7.00am - 6.00pm, 
Monday to Saturday. At substantially reduced truck movements 
between 6.00am 	7.00am and 6.00prn - 10.00pm. Minimal or no 

I 	movements between 10.00pm and 6.00am. The quarrying industry is 
at times required to deliver materials for 7.00am - 7.30am starts 
at building and construction sites. This may require a small 

I
number of truck movements prior to 7.00am. 

Blasting criteria consists of the following control limits which 
may only be exceeded 5% of the blasts during a twelve (12) month 

I period. 

I 	
Overpressure - This is the result of the air blast wave and is 
the auditory response heard following a blast. It is controlled 
to prevent residents from being disturbed by the air blast wave, 
which has the potential to rattle windows, cause vibration and 

I at high overpressure levels - crack windows. 

I
Limit 115dB Peak Lin. 

I 	
Ground Vibration- This is the ground borne wave that is 
transmitted through the ground and is felt by the observer or 
resident. Excessive levels of ground vibration may cause a 
residence to vibrate in response - this results in noise within 
' 

	

	the residence because of the movement of objects eg. pictures, 
rattling of windows. Again, the level of ground vibration is 
controlled to protect the comfort of residents. 

Limit 5mm/sec 

I 	
Times of blasting should normally be limited to the hours of 
9.00am - 4.00pm. 

Concluding Comment: 

I 	
As the quarry site will have an operational area 
exceeding 20,000 sq metres, the site will be a 
scheduled premises under the Noise Control Act (1974). 

I 	As crushing operations would take place, the site is 
also scheduled under the Clean Air Act (1961). A 
pollution control approval will be required from the 

I 
I 
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I 
2.2 	DESCRIPTION OF SITE AND SURROUNDING AREA 
A complete description of the site and surrounding area is 
provided in the body of the Environmental Impact Statement and 
only a brief description will be presented in this report,. 

I 
The quarry is located on a private property, "Bellfields", and is 

I 	
currently operated on a single bench level. The floor of the 
quarry will be further excavated to form a second bench level. 
An earth berm exists along the north and east sides of the 

i
quarry. 

The existing face around the perimeter of the quarry will form 

I
an acoustic shield, to the north and east directions, of lOm in 
height. The original quarry working face will soon be depleted 
and quarrying will commence at the next floor level. This will 

I 	
provide a useful reduction in noise levels. The crushing plant is 
located at the southern edge of the quarry at RL30 and is 
therefore in an exposed position. The rock from the blast face is 

I 	
transported to the receiving hopper at the plant using a front 
end loader (FEL). A second FEL loads trucks with the crushed 
material. The plant consists of a primary Jaw crusher, a screen 
and hammermill, set of 4 conveyors and associated chutes and 

I
water sprays. 

' 	The other mobile equipment consists of a water tanker, a periodic 
use of an air trac drill rig and occasional use of a rock 
breaker. The rock breaker is used to fragment oversized rock that 

I 	
is too large for the primary crusher. The rocks for this 
secondary fragmentation are placed in the north east corner of 
the plant so that the quarry face shields the noise to Parnell 

I 	
Road. The southern edge of the quarry has been operated so that a 
3m high face remains to partially shield some of the quarrying 
activity to the south. This aspect will require further use as a 
noise control measure for the rural residential lots immediately 

I south of the creek below the quarry. 

I 	
The nearest rural affected residential areas are south of the 
quarry with clear line of sight to the crushing plant. Other 
residences along Parnell Road are not affected and are shielded 
from view of the quarry by vegetation cover. The general area is 

I 	free of other industry type noise sources. Rural activities, 
traffic and natural noise sources provide a relatively quiet 
acoustic environment. 

The nearest residences, or rural residential lots, selected for 
the acoustic investigation are at the following locations shown 
on Diagram 1. 

4 
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I * 	Location A 	Lot 59 Parnell Road. 

Nearest residence, not associated with the quarry, to the 

I 	north east at approximately 900m from the existing quarry 
face. The distance to the current plant location is 950m. 
The residence and the quarry upper face are on the same RL. 

I 	
The formation of an earth berm on the north and east 
sections of the quarry, and the current working face 
provides acoustic shielding to this residence. 

* 	Location B 	Lot 62 Parnell Road. 

I 	The residence is located within sight of Parnell Road and is 
the nearest residence to the site entrance. The residence 
and quarry upper face are on the same RL. The earth berm and 

I 	
current working face provide acoustic shielding to this 
residence. The residence is approximately 900m from the 
existing quarry face and 950m to the current plant location. 

* 	Location C 	Lot 70 Evelyn Road 

I 	
The residence is located along Evelyn Road and was selected 
as it is located at a higher RL than other residences. The 
distance to the existing quarry working face is 

I 	
approximately 1360m, and 1420m to the plant. The residence 
is shielded from line of sight by vegetation cover. Acoustic 
shielding is provided by the earth berm and lOm working face 

I 	
at the quarry. The plant is not acoustically shielded in its 
current location. 

* 	Location D 	Cnr Pine Forest & Parnell Roads. 

Residence distant from the quarry at 1800m. The residence is 
atRL 50 compared to the quarry RL 30. The noise levels at 
this location are typical of the quiet rural environment 
with low traffic numbers. The trucks to the quarry pass 
along Parnell Road to the entrance into "Belifields" 

* 	Location E 	South of Quarry. 
I The 	residence 	is 	located adjacent to 	the 	southern access 

road 	to 	the 	quarry. 	Other rural blocks 	of 	land 	also adjoin 
this entrance road however these lots do not have residences I constructed. 	The 	residence is on a similar RL to 	the quarry 
and is approximately 	1180m from the plant and 	1240m from the 

I crushing 
working 	face. 	The residence has 

plant. 
direct 	line 	of 	sight to 	the 

i 

I 
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* 	Location F 	South of Quarry. 

Rural block of land, unoccupied and distant 500 - 900 meters 
from the crushing plant. The shorter distance being the 
adjoining boundary with the land on which the quarry is 
located. The land is at a similar RL as the crushing plant. 

* 	Location G 	South of Quarry 

Unoccupied rural block of land, distant 750 - 1200meters to 
the crushing plant. 

Comments 

It is not known where future occupants would locate their 
residences on the blocks at locations F and G. The range of 
distances have been provided for this reason and noise 
emission levels will be calculated for a location of a 
residence at the furthest distance only. 

The locations selected for the acoustic impact 
investigation are considered to be typical of the residences 
in the general vicinity of the quarry and would be those 
most potentially affected. The quarry noise levels at the 
two townships of Tomerong and St George's Basin have been 
determined and are presented in Section 3 of the report. 

2.3 	TIMES OF OPERATIONS 

The existing times of operations would apply: 

Monday - Friday 	7.00am 	4.30pm. 

Saturday 	 7.00am - l.00pm. 

I 	
Routine maintenance on equipment would take place outside of 
these hours. Emergency breakdown repairs may occasionally be 
required over the weekend. 

I 
i
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I 
2.4 TRUCK MOVEMENTS 

I 	
Truck deliveries of materials would normally occur from 7.00am. 
On occasions local government or construction activities may 
require earlier truck movements however this would not be a 

I
frequent occurrence. 

Trucks would mainly use the Parnell Road entrance, however use of 
the southern entrance from St George's Basin would be expected to 

I occur. 

The residences at Locations B and E were nearest to the roadways 
tobe used by trucks. There is the need for truck drivers using 
these unsealed country roads to adopt "drive neighbourly" habits. 
The adherence to strict speed limits and braking without the use 

I
of the engine brake, when near residences, are important aspects 
of "driving neighbourly". 

2.5 EXISTING NOISE LEVELS 

The existing noise levels have been measured to determine the 

I 

	

	
existing background noise without the quarrying operations. 
Further measurements were conducted to determine the noise 
emission level of equipment and the extent of acoustic shielding 

I 

	

	
as well as excess attenuation because of site specific factors, 
eg. ground absorption and vegetation cover. 

I 	
The measurements were conducted over 15 - 20 minute intervals, 
using Bruel & Kjaer 4426 Statistical Analysers fitted with 12.5 
diameter microphones and windshields. The microphones were 

I 

	

	

mounted on tripods approximately 1.2 metres above ground level. 
Equipment noise emission levels were obtained using a Bruel & 
Kjaer 2231 Modular Precision Sound Level Meter fitted with a 
Bruel & Kjaer 1625 Filter Set. Weather conditions were 

I satisfactory for conducting noise measurements. 

Calibration was conducted before and after the measurement 

I 

	

	

periods using a Bruel & Kjaer 4230 calibrator. The results of the 
statistical measurements are presented in Table 1. 

I 

I 

I 	
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TABLE 1 	A WEIGHTED OCTAVE BAND ANALYSES dBA. 

Location Time L90 Li0 Li L5 L50 Leq 

A 6.20am 39 43.3 48.3 44.3 41 41.8 
4.20pm 42.3 46.5 48.5 47 44.8 44.7 

B 6.45am 38 61.5 76.3 66.5 44.5 62.6 
7.06am 36.8 55 73 61.5 41.3 59.7 

C 7.34am 38.3 47.3 60.3 50.8 40.5 51 

D 8.10am 35.3 49.5 57 53.3 39.8 46.1 

E 9.04am 35.8 48 50.3 48.8 39.8 43.4 

9.33am 34 39.3 46 42 35.8 38 
11.45am 36.5 41 44.3 41.8 38.5 39.1 

F 2.20pm 48.8 52.5 54.5 53.3 50.8 50.8 

2.30pm 48.8 51.3 52.8 51.8 50 50 

G Noise levels 	in range 47 - 49 dBA. 

Discussion: 

Location A. 

Noise measurements were conducted without the quarrying 
plant operating, the air trac drill rig was operating but 
was barely audible. The first vehicle entered the quarry at 
6.33am and 6.41am. Noise sources included farm animals, 
birds and insects and the muffled sound of the air trac 
drill rig. 

During the afternoon measurement, no quarrying activities 
operated. Noise levels were higher due to a slight breeze 
through the trees and equipment operated on a farm in the 
general area. 

An acceptable background level for this location would be 39 
dBA. The maximum acceptable noise emission level from the 
quarrying activities would be 44 dBA. 

Overpressure from a normal production blast was measured at 
this location. 



I 
I 

Location B. 

Noise measurements were conducted during two time periods. 
The air trac drill rig was barely audible and vehicles 
associated with the quarry entered the entrance to 
"Beilfields" between 6.49am - 6.54am, 2 cars and 1 truck, 
7.10am 	7.21am, 4 trucks. 

The L10 and Leq levels are higher as a result. The 
measurements were conducted at the resident's boundary fence 
adjacent to the road. Noise levels at least 3 dBA lower 
would be experienced at the residence. 

The L10 and Leq levels due to truck movements would be less 
than acceptable criteria for roads with low traffic volumes. 
- SPCC traffic noise criteria for existing developments is a 
Leq of 60 dBA. 

The L90 levels for this locations are very low and indicate 
the absence of any continuous noise generating activity. The 
maximum acceptable noise emission level from the quarrying 
activities would be 42.5 dBA. The existing L90 level is the 
average of the two measurements ie. 37.5 dBA. 

Location C. 

I 	
The L90 levels at this location are also typical of a rural 
residential area. The L10 levels are higher than what would 
be normally expected and this is due to the activities at 

I 	
the surrounding rural lots. The air trac drill rig and 
crushing plant were barely audible. The contribution of 
these noise sources could be subtracted from the measured 
L10 level, which would reduce to 46 dBA. This is still well 

I 	above the maximum acceptable noise emission levels expected 
from the quarry of 43.3 dBA. 

Location D. 

Noise 	sources at 	this 	location 	are 	vehicle 	movements, farm 

animals, 	birds and insects, 	farming activities. 	The measured 
low. L90 	levels 	of 35.3 	dBA 	indicate 	that 	noise 	levels 	are 

The 	L10 	level is 	mainly 	caused 	by 	traffic 	movement - 	8 

I vehicles passed this location during 	the measurement 	period. 

An acceptable maximum quarry 	noise 	emission 	level 	from this 

location would be 	40.3 	dBA. 
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I 
Location E. 

I The 	crushing 	plant 	was 	shut 	down 	during 	the 	9.00am 

measurement 	period. 	The 	L90 	levels 	vary 	only 	slightly 	with 
the crushing 	plant on or off. 	The L10 levels with 	the quarry I in 	operation 	are 	low, 	the 	range 	of 	noise 	levels 	from 	Li- 

L50 	are 	small 	and 	indicate 	that 	the 	level 	of 	noise 	is 	not 

fluctuating 	and 	does 	not 	have 	intermittent 	noise 	sources 	of 

I any 	magnitude. 	The 	high 	L10 	level 	during 	the 	first 

measurement 	period 	was 	due 	to 	the 	noise 	sources 	- 	not 

associated 	with 	the 	quarry 	ie. 	distant 	chain 	saw, 	birds 	and 

I
insects, a motor vehicle. 

An 	acceptable 	maximum 	noise 	emission 	level 	from 	the 	quarry 

I

would be 40 dBA. 

I 
Location F and G. 

An 	acceptable 	maximum 	noise 	emission 	le'cr'el 	from 	the 	quarry 
would 	be 	50 	dBA 	based 	on 	the 	SPCC's 	guideline 	levels 	for 

I rural 	residential 	areas of 	45 	dBA 	plus 	the 	5 	dBA allowance. 
These 	blocks 	were 	sold 	with 	a 	Section 	88B 	(Environmental 
Planning 	and 	Assessment 	Act 	1979) 	covenant 	stating 	that 	the 

I land was affected 	by 	noise. 

The 	noise 	measurement 	during 	the 	operation 	of 	the 	quarry 
exceeded 	the 	50 	dBA 	noise 	level. 	This 	aspect 	and 	available I noise 	control 	measures 	are considered 	in a 	later 	section 	of 
the 	report. 

I The 	background 	noise 	levels 	have 	not 	been 	measured 	at 	the 

townships 	of 	Tomerong 	and 	St. 	George's 	Basin. 	It 	will 	be 

shown 	that 	the 	quarrying 	activities 	at 	the 	site 	have 

negligible 	contribution 	to 	the 	existing 	noise 	levels 	at I these townships due 	to 	the greater 	separation distances than 
the residential 	locations A -E. 

I Concluding Comment: 

I The measured L90 levels, without contribution from the 
quarrying activity, are used to determine the acceptable 

I 	
noise emission levels by applying the 5 dBA above background 
criteria. The measured L90 levels for locations A through to 
E were typical of what is expected in a rural residential 
area and were (with one exception - location A, during the 

I
afternoon) generally below 40 dBA. 

The noise emission level from the quarrying activity is the 

I 	maximum level that will occur when the equipment is operated 
simultaneously. 

I
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2.6 DESCRIPTION OF EQUIPMENT AND OPERATIONS 

I 	The full description of the. operation of the quarry is provided 
in the body of the Environmental Impact Statement and will not be 
duplicated in this report. 

I 
The main operations are: 

* 	Drilling the working faces using an air trac drill rig. 

This will not be a continuous daily operation but will occur 
periodically for 7.5 days per month with an average of 2 - 3 
blasts per month. 

* 	2 FEL 's operate from the blast fce to move the 
fragmented rock to the hopper at the plant or stockpile 
oversize rock for rock breaking. 

* 	1 FEL operates to load trucks from the plant area. 

* 	Continuous operations of a crushing plant that consists 
of a jaw crusher, a hammermill and screen, chutes and 4 
short conveyors. The plant is limited to producing road 
base and aggregate in the size range 20 - 75mm, 

* 	The quarry also uses a water cart and occasional use of 
a road grader and bulldozer. 

Comments: 

The 2 FEL's at the working face operate with acoustic 
shielding provided by the earth berm and the height of 
the face. The operation of one FEL becomes more exposed 
as it loads material into the hopper at the plant. The 
drill rig has partial acoustic shielding provided by 
the earth berm. As the quarry operations begin at the 
next lower face in the quarry floor, the air trac rig 
will have shielding by the berm and working face. 

I 
I 
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The crushing plant is currently in an exposed position 
with minimal acoustic shielding. The plant is limited 
in its operation and has only one twin deck screen. The 
material being crushed passes through the Jaw crusher 
without generating high noise levels typical of the 
operation of this type of crusher. This is of benefit 
to the rural residential lots south of the quarry who 
would otherwise experience high noise levels. 

The bulldozer and road grader have limited use at the 
quarry. The bulldozer strips overburden as required. 
The grader maintains the entrance road and Parnell 
Road. 

I 
I 
I 

The Komatsu hydraulic breaker 
oversized rock. This equipment 
only fe. a few days per month. 

is used to fragment 
operates periodically 

2.7 EQUIPMENT NOISE LEVELS 

The equipment noise levels have been measured at the 
quarry and also at the other hard rock quarries. The 
equipment was operating during normal production 
activities at the site and maximum noise emission 
levels are used in calculating the predicted noise 
levels at the residential locations. There were other 
measurements conducted at the site and residential 
locations during the operation of the equipment. These 
further measurements have enabled the site specific 
factors for the propagation of noise from the site to 
be used in the computer-aided prediction calculations. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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TABLE 2 	A WEIGHTED OCTAVE BAND ANALYSES dBA. 

I 
I

7 metres 	distance to the 	equipment. 

Equipment 	dBA 63 	125 250 500 	1k 	2k 4k 8k 

I 
Cat 926 FEL 	79 55 	64 61 68 	76 	75 69 64 

I 
Cat 966D FEL 	81 53 	70 72 74 	75 	75 69 60 

Cat D7 

I
Bulldozer 82 55 	60 66 74 	73 	79 77 67 

Crushing 

I Plant 	90-92 66 	76 81 86 	88 	86 81 72 

Air 	trac drill 

I rig and 

I 
compressor 	95 67 	75 83 83 	86 	88 89 89 

40 m distance to 	the equipment. 

I Komatsu PC 200 
hydraulic 	rock 
breaker 	79-83 42 	58 64-73 62-71 	76-78 	76 71-74 61-66 

I 
The 	noise 	emission levels 	from the quarrying 	activities are 

calculated 	in 	the 	next section of 	the report. 	The 	need for any I noise 	control 	measures 	or 	alterations to 	the 	operation of the 

quarry 	are 	discussed 	in 	this section of 	the 	report. Blasting 

practices 	and 	the results 	of monitoring 	are 	discussed in 

I Section 4. 

I 
I
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3.0 PREDICTED NOISE LEVELS 

The noise levels at the residential locations have been 
calculated based on a computer-aided method using the following 
factors 

attenuation with distance based on a 6 dBA reduction for 
each doubling of distance and at greater distances 
atmospheric absorption of the higher frequency components of 
the noise emissions. 

excess attenuation provided by ground absorption and 
vegetation cover along the propagation paths between the 
quarry and residential locations. 

noise transmission along flat topography. 

weather conditions 

	

- 	wind speed towards the residential location of 
2m/sec. 

	

- 	atmospheric stability class D. 

	

- 	high relative humidity and moderate air 
t e inp era t u r e. 

acoustic shielding provided by the following 

	

- 	location of the drill rig behind a 2.5m high earth 
berm and, within the near future, behind a lOm 
rock face as well as the earth berm. 

in the direction of locations E and G there is a 
3m berm across one half of the quarry. 

	

- 	hydraulic rock breaker operating in the north east 
corner of the quarry floor, lOm face plus 2.5m 
berm to the north and east, 3m berm across one 
half of the quarry to the south ie. locations E 
and C. 

	

I - 	2 face FEL's behind the rock face and berm to the 
north-east, partially shielded to the south. 

I 
- 	crushing plant partially shielded to the north- 

east, no shielding to the south. 
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The measurement of the equipment operating at the quarry and at 
several locations south of the plant has enabled the calculation 
procedure to be calibrated for the siteand providing accuracy of 
the calculation procedure to within 1 - 2 dBA. 

The following noise levels have been predicted 

Locations A & B 

Plant noise 	 38 dBA 
Drill rig noise 	 40dBA to less than 30dBA 
FEL noise 	 < 32 dBA 
Rock breaker in quarry floor < 30 dBA 

Combined noise level 	 42 dBA 

Acceptable noise level 
Location A 	44 dBA 
Location B 	42.5 dBA 

The control of the combined operations at the quarry to within 
acceptable noise levels is dependent on maintaining a 2.5m high 
earth berm around the north and east sections of the quarry. 

The maximum noise level with the drill rig in an exposed position 
would be 48 dBA. This condition is unlikely to occur, however 
would result in an unacceptable noise impact and illustrates the 
importance of operating the equipment behind the noise control 
measures that are designed into the quarry's operations. 

Truck noise levels at location B are obviously audible at the 
beginning of the operation of the quarry, but are within SPCC 
traffic noise level criteria for this time period. As the number 
of truck movements decreases, the traffic noise levels are well 
below criteria. Truck noise emissions are audible but are not 
considered to be significant. Consideration to ensuring that the 
roadway surface at the entrance and in front of the residences is 
smooth would minimise body noise. Drivers should refrain from 
using the engine brakes as this source of noise is annoying. 

Concluding Comment: 

Compliance with acceptable noise levels. The quarry noise 
emissions would not deteriorate the acoustic amenity of the 
area, noise emissions may be audible. 
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Location C 

Plant noise 	 33 dBA 
Drill rig noise 	 35 - 42 dBA 
FEL noise 	 < 30 dBA 
Rock breaker in quarry floor < 30 dBA 

Combined noise level 	 37 - 42.5 dBA 
The upper level of noise would occur if the drill rig 
operated without being behind the earth berm around the 
edge of the quarry. 

Acceptable noise level 	43.5 dBA 

Comment: 

Complies with acceptable noise level. 
Occasionally the quarry would be audible buI not a source of 
annoyance. 

Location D 

Plant noise 	 < 30 dBA 
Drill rig noise 	 < 32 dBA 
Mobile equipment 	 < 30 dBA 

Combined noise level 	 < 36 dBA 

Acceptable noise level 	40.3 dBA 

Comment: 

Complies with acceptable noise levels with little likelihood 
that the quarry noise emissions would be clearly audible. 

Location E 

Plant noise 	 measured 41 - 42 dBA 
calculated 42 dBA 

Drill rig noise 	 37 - 44 dBA 
FEL noise 	 38 dBA 
Rock Breaker in floor of quarry 39 dBA 

Combined noise level 
	

45 dBA - 47 dBA 
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Comment: 

This range of maximum noise levels considers the operation 
of the drill rig in a worst case location and the use of the 
hydraulic rock breaker. Both these items of equipment will 
operate short durations every month. The noise levels will 
therefore decrease to 42 dBA during normal operations which 
slightly exceed acceptable noise levels. 

The application of specific noise control measures is 
warranted to reduce the plant noise by 5 dBA so that the 
acceptable noise level would be maintained. 

Acceptable noise level 	40 dBA 

Locations F & G 

Combined noise levels exceeds 51 dBA 

Acceptable levels- the blocks of land have been 
purchased under a covenant that the land is noise 
affected. 

Noise reductions to acceptable levels would require one 
or other of the following measures 

construction of earth berms on the northern 
side of the house site. 

location of house sites at the southern end 
of the blocks of land or alternatively 
relocating the plant to a lower level so that 
the plant equipment has significant acoustic 
shielding. 

Tomerong Township 

The combined noise level at this township will be less 
than 32 dBA and will have a negligible contribution to 
the existing acoustic environment at the township. 

St. George's Basin Township 

The combined noise level at this township will be less 
than 34 dBA and will have a negligible contribution to 
the existing noise levels at the residences in the 
township. 
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F 
3.1 	NOISE CONTROL MEASURES 

The noise impact assessment has found that operation of the 
quarry will require the continued use of the following practices. 

I . maintenance of an earth berm of 2.5m height around 
the north and east 	sides of 	the quarry pit. 

operation of 	the drill rig 	behind 	this berm at all 

times. 

I 
operations 	of 	the 	hydraulic 	rock 	breaker 	in 	the 
floor 	of 	the 	quarry 	so 	that 	the 	noise 	emissions U are always acoustically 	shielded.,  

I, the use of 	the shallow rock face on the south side 
of 	the quarry pit and increase the height 	to 3m. 

A further noise control measure could 	be considered 	to assist in 

reducing the 	noise 	level 	at 	location 	E. 	The 	resulting 	reduction 

of 	plant noise 	would 	provide 	a 	useful 	reduction 	for 	locations 	F 

I and G. 

I. lining 	the 	transfer 	chutes 	between 	the 	end 	of 	the 
conveyor 	from 	primary 	crusher 	and 	the 	feed 

conveyor 	to 	the 	screen 	with 	hard 	rubber 	or 

I 
equipment 	(eg. 	linhard or 	polyurethane) 

A 	noise compliance 	measurement 	is 	recommended 	on 	completion 	of 

the introduction of 	these control measures. 

I 
I 
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4.0 	BLASTING EFFECTS 

The site investigation for the noise impact assessments includes 
monitoring and predicting the effects due to blasting, namely 
overpressure and ground vibration. 

A standard production blast was conducted during the site visit 

I 	and a minor production blast was also detonated later during the 
day. The overpressure from blast 1 was monitored at locations B 
and E, blast2 was monitored at location E only 

I Ground vibration was monitored at location E only as the buffer 
distances to the residential locations are sufficient that 
blasting at this quarry would not cause the acceptable comfort 

I levels for ground vibration to be exceeded. 

Table 3 	Results of Blast Monitoring. 

Overpressure 	115 dB Pk Lin. 
Ground Vibration 5mm/sec. 

104 dB Pk Lin 

> 120 dB Pk Lin 
< 0.1 mm/sec peak particle 
velocity 

Blast 2 	Location E 
	

106.3 dB Pk Lin. 

Blast Details 

Blast 1 	 Face location - face oriented east—west 
Location B 	behind the blast 
Location E 	in front of blast 

Hole depth 	10 metres 
Hole diameter 70 mm 
No. of rows 	3 
Maximum instantaneous charge 84kg 
3 holes per delay, 36 holes 
Explosive type ANFO and Powergel (approx 1.5 plugs 
per hole) 
Initiation pattern double V with centre firing 
Drilling pattern 	spacing 2.15m 

burden 1.9m 
Stemming depth 	1.5m 
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Blast 2 Face location - North-South face 
Location E 	to side of blast 

hole depth 
	

5.5. - 7.5m 
Hole diameter 
	

70mm 
No of holes 
	

5 
MIC 
	

30 - 32kg 

The effects of blasting from this quarry are limited to 
overpressure which has the potential to exceed SPCC comfort 
requirements for residential locations to the front of the blast 
face. 

The material may fragment into slabs so that there are back 
breaks from a previous blast which will enable gases generated 
during the current blast to escape. The gas venting either 
through the stemming or face has the potential to generate 
excessive levels of overpressure to the front of the face. 

The potential for excessive overpressure will be reduced when the 
working face is lowered into the next level of the quarry. 

Based on the maximum instantaneous charges (MIC) and separation 
distances the following range of overpressure levels would be 
expected. 

Location B 	MIC 	84kg Rear of blast 103 dB Pk Lin 
31kg Side of blast 109 dB Pk Lin 

Location E 	MIC 	84kg Front of blast 120 dB Pk Lin 
31kg side of blast 105.5 dB Pk Lin 

Comment: 	The prediction accuracies are good when based on a 
comparison with the measurements. 

The range of overpressure levels for locations F 
and C are shown below. 

* House location at 500m 
Overpressure levels 130 dB Pk Lin 

* House location at 980m 
Overpressure levels 123 dB Pk Lin 

Overpressure levels will meet SPCC criteria at the 
more distant townships of Tomerong and St. 
George's Basin. The blast overpressure at St. 
George's Basin would be audible but within 
acceptable level. 
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5.0 CONTROL MEASURES 

I 
It will be necessary to implement blasting control measures 

I to lower the measured and predicted level of Overpressure at 
location E whenever blasts occur in the main east-west 
working face. 

This statement is applicable to the locations F and G where 
siting of future dwellings should be encouraged towards the 
southern end of the lots to maximise the separation 
distances. 

The control measures to be considered are reduction of the 

I 	maximum instantaneous charge (MIC) when blasting in the 
east-west face. Initially the MIC should be reduced to 27kg 
fe. one hole per delay. The quarry operator' should consider 

I 	
further blast monitoring and limiting the blast size to a 
single row, a double row and then the 3 rows as currently 
used but holding the MIC to the single hole per delay. The 

I 	
quarry operator could then examine the fragmentation and 
compare the overpressure levels to optimise the blasting 
practices with the need to comply with environmental 

i
standards. 

I 
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6.0 	AIR EMISSIONS 

I 	The quarrying operations have the potential to emit dust from the operation of the plant and from fugitive emissions. 

The main dust sources are summarised below. 

I
. 	Plant/Equipment 

Sources 	. crushing plant 
drill rig 

Fugitive Emissions 
Sources 	• truck movements around the quarry and on 

I
the entrance roadway. 

wiridborne dust released during strong wind 

I 

	

	
conditions from the stockpile and crushing 
plant. 

The quarry utilises dust emission controls consisting of the 

I
following. 

operational method of the quarry with future working 
faces being below the existing topography of the site. 

I
. 	the crushing plant is fitted with a water spray system, 

the site is equipped with a water storage dam and 
holding tanks. 

a water cart is located on site. 

I 
I 	

The entrance road from the south is unsealed and is relatively 
close to the residential location E. Discussions with the 
resident indicated that the dust emissions from this road are 

I 

	

	
having the most impact on their amenity. Roadway dust is 
generally the main source of dust emissions from quarry and mine 
sites. 

I 
I 
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The following control measures are considered warranted. 

The roadway surface adjacent to the residence at 
location E be spray sealed. This is now a common 
practice where localised dust control is necessary. 

A heavy vegetation screen be planted on the southern 
perimeter of the quarry. 

The conveyors on the plant be covered on the top and 
one side. 

The end of conveyor C4 (this conveyor feeds the 
stockpile) be fitted with a dust tube made of 4 lengths 
of redundant conveyor belting. The length of the 
belting would be a minimum of 3-4 metres to prevent 
dust becoming airborne before the material is formed on 
the stockpile. 

The stockpile be wet by a wide angle spray fitted to 
the end of this conveyor C4. 

Additional fine sprays are required at the end of 
conveyor C3 and at the outlet of the hammnermill. The 
alternative to using sprays is to further enclose the 
material transfer points of the plant to minimise the 
emission of dust. 

The quarry will require these improvements to gain approval under 
the Clean Air Act (1961) 

I 
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I 7.0 STATEMENT OF IMPACT 

The operation of the quarry has limited potential to cause an 

I 	unacceptable impact at the existing residences. Blocks of land 
south of the quarry will be subjected to excessive levels of 
noise however the land was sold with covenants stating that the 

I 
.land was noise affected. Specific noise control measures that may 

readily be applied to the crushing plant would reduce these noise 
levels if so desired. 

I 	The residents to the north and east of the quarry, acceptable noise levels may readily be maintained without the need for new 
control measures. 

As the quarry working face is lowered, the noise emission levels 

I 	
will be further reduced. 

The current blasting practices need to be modified to meet SPCC 
criteria when blasting towards the south of the quarry. Further 

I 	
monitoring and optimising of the blast design is warranted. 

The dust-control measures at the crushing plant are reasonably 
effective and minor improvements are required. A stretch of 

I 	
roadway south of the site requires spray sealing to prevent 
fugitive dust emissions from affecting the residents adjacent to 
this road. 

I 	The quarry is considered to be managed effectively to meet environmental requirements and with specific improvements to 

I 	
controls and blasting practices, will not have an adverse impact 
on the residential community. 

I
R.T. Benbow 
Principal Consultant. 
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DIAGRAM 1. 

Noise Measurement Locations. 
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